Meeting of the Housing and Public Realm
Scrutiny Committee
Thursday 27th January, 2022 at 6.00pm
In Committee Room 2 at the Council House, Priory Road,
Dudley
Agenda – Public Session
(Meeting open to the public and press)
1.

Apologies for absence.

2.

To report the appointment of any substitute members serving for this meeting of
the Committee.

3.

To receive any declarations of interest under the Members’ Code of Conduct.

4.

To confirm and sign the minutes of the meeting held on 18th November, 2021 as
a correct record.

5.

Public Forum

6.

Priorities for the Housing and Communities Directorate (Pages 1 – 40)

7.

Safe and Sound (Dudley Community Safety Partnership) (Pages 41 – 56)

8.

Medium Term Financial Strategy (Pages 57 – 85)

9.

To consider any questions from Members to the Chair where two clear days
notice has been given to the Monitoring Officer (Council Procedure Rule 11.8).

Chief Executive
Dated: 19th January, 2022
Distribution:
Councillor I Bevan (Chair)
Councillor S Henley (Vice-Chair)
Councillors K Ahmed, A Aston, D Borley, J Clinton, A Davies, A Finch, P Sahota,
S Saleem, D Stanley, W Sullivan and T Westwood
Cc: Councillor K Shakespeare (Cabinet Member for Public Realm)
Councillor L Taylor-Childs (Cabinet Member for Housing and Community Services)
Please note the following concerning meetings at Dudley Council House:
Hands
• Hand Sanitiser and antibacterial wipes are available at various locations. Everyone
is asked to sanitise their hands when arriving and leaving the building. Hand
washing facilities are also available on site.
Face
• All attendees are strongly advised to wear face coverings in situations where 2m
distancing cannot be maintained. There is a supply of masks available for your
use. These need to be worn correctly, covering nose and mouth. To assist this, a
provision of surgical grade type 2R masks are available. The masks can be
removed when you are speaking at the meeting.
•

All persons entering or working in the building are strongly encouraged to wear
face masks in communal areas and when moving around the building.

Space
• Please be respectful of everyone’s personal space and preferences when you
attend meetings.

Testing
• All people attending are encouraged to undertake Lateral Flow Tests twice a week
(a supply of kits is available). Anyone testing positive should not attend and should
seek further advice including self-isolation and taking a PCR test.
•

Anyone unwell should not attend. Or if you have tested positive for Covid-19 in the
last 10 days; if you are self-isolating or if you suspect that you are symptomatic.

Ventilation
• Windows will be opened in advance of meetings and will be maintained in an open
position during meetings to maximise air flow and air changes within the room.
•

Heating on site will be used to ensure minimum welfare requirements are met. The
windows are open for ventilation, and this may make the environment cooler, so
please dress accordingly.

•

Carbon Dioxide Monitors will be situated in the meeting rooms. Data captured is
used to monitor and assure effectiveness of ventilation.

Vaccination
• All persons attending meetings are strongly encouraged to be double vaccinated to
limit ill-health effects should a transmission of coronavirus occur.
Toilets
• Toilet facilities are available on site and are subject to safety measures that are in
place. All the toilets have hand washing facilities.
No smoking
• There is no smoking on the Council House premises in line with national legislation.
It is an offence to smoke in or on the premises. You cannot use e-cigarettes and/or
similar vaping devices.
In Case of Emergency
• In the event of the alarms sounding, please leave the building by the nearest exit.
There are Officers who will assist you in the event of this happening, please follow
their instructions.
Submitting Apologies for Absence
• Elected Members can submit apologies by contacting Democratic Services (see our
contact details below). Members wishing to appoint a substitute should notify
Democratic Services as soon as possible in advance of the meeting. Any substitute
Members must be eligible to serve on the meeting in question (for example, he/she
must have received the training required by the Council).

Private and Confidential Information
• Any agendas containing reports with ‘exempt’ information should be treated as
private and confidential. It is your responsibility to ensure that information containing
private and personal data is kept safe and secure at all times. Confidential papers
should be handed to Democratic Services for secure disposal. If you choose to
retain the documents you should ensure that the information is securely stored and
destroyed within six months.
General
• Public Wi-Fi is available in the Council House.
• The use of mobile devices or electronic facilities is permitted for the purposes of
recording/reporting during the public session of the meeting. The use of any such
devices must not disrupt the meeting – Please turn off any ringtones or set your
devices to silent.
• Information about the Council and our meetings can be viewed on the website
www.dudley.gov.uk
If you need advice or assistance
• If you (or anyone you know) requires assistance to access the venue, or if you have
any other queries, please contact Democratic Services - Telephone 01384 815238
or E-mail Democratic.Services@dudley.gov.uk

Minutes of the Housing and Public Realm
Scrutiny Committee
Thursday 18th November, 2021 at 6.00 pm
In the Council Chamber, Council House, Dudley

Present:
Councillor I Bevan (Chair)
Councillor S Henley (Vice-Chair)
Councillors R Ahmed, C Bayton, R Body, D Borley, J Clinton, A Davies, P Sahota, S Saleem,
D Stanley, W Sullivan and T Westwood.
Officers:
B Heran – Deputy Chief Executive, H Marsh-Geyton – Acting Director of Public Realm, T
Johnson – Acting Head of Street and Green Care, N McGurk – Head of Traffic, Transportation
and Engineering Services (Directorate of Public Realm) C Ludwig – Finance Manager and K
Griffiths – Democratic Services Officer (Directorate of Finance and Legal).
Also in attendance
One member of the public

13

Apologies for absence
Apologies for absence were submitted on behalf of Councillors A Aston, K Ahmed and
A Finch.

14

Appointment of Substitute Members
It was reported that Councillors R Body, R Ahmed and C Bayton had been appointed
as substitute Members for Councillors A Aston, K Ahmed and A Finch, respectively,
for this meeting of the Committee only.
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15

Declarations of Interests
No member made a declaration of interest in accordance with the Members’ Code of
Conduct.

16

Minutes
Resolved
That the minutes of the meeting held on 22nd September, 2021 be confirmed
as a correct record and signed.

17

Public Forum
A member of the public referred to an e-mail received from Transport for West
Midlands in relation to the reduced programme of buses that travelled to Broad Street,
Birmingham. He requested support from the Committee in relation to Dudley buses
being given priority to allow travel into the Birmingham City Centre.
The same member of the public also referred to the implications of the Metro line and
the possibility to build infrastructure to allow the provision of freight trains. He
requested that the Committee support proposals to strengthen all bridges and
viaducts along the Black Country railway lines.
The Chair, together with a Member of the Committee acknowledged the comments
and concerns raised and requested that the member of the public contact them direct
following the meeting to pursue the matter further.

18

Change in Order of Business
Pursuant to Council Procedure Rule 13(c) it was: Resolved
That the order of business be varied and the agenda items be considered in
the order set out in the minutes below.

19

Highway Maintenance (to include information on potholes/defects and general
condition of roads)
A report of the Acting Director of Public Realm was submitted on the condition of
Dudley Council’s Highway Network and outlining the maintenance processes in place,
including details about reported defects (potholes) across the Borough.
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The Acting Director of Public Realm briefly introduced the report and the Acting Head
of Street and Green Care provided an overview of Dudley’s approach to the
management of the highway infrastructure, together with the latest assessment of the
condition of the network.
There were around 1,048 kilometres of roads within the Dudley Borough, categorised
into principal, classified and unclassified roads and managed by three teams within
the Directorate of Public Realm, Asset Management, Street Management and Works
Management.
The Council worked towards a national code of practice to repair and maintain the
road network. Although there was no formal definition of a pothole recognised
nationally, potholes were usually described as a sharp-edged depression in the
carriageway or footway. Programmed Inspections by Street Maintenance Highway
Inspectors were carried out regularly to identify defects and the safety implications,
together with reports received from residents and Ward Councillors.
The intervention levels in relation to highway defects varied across the country and
information published by the RAC in 2018 was outlined in Appendix 2 to the report
submitted. In Dudley, identified highway defects were dealt with depending on the
severity of the risk that the defect/pothole created. The Council’s Street Inspection
and Reactive Maintenance Plan outlined the principles of safety inspections and
subsequent actions when a defect was identified and were placed in three categories
depending on risk, these were outlined in the report submitted.
A review of the highway inspection and defect repair processes were currently being
undertaken, which included a complete update of the network hierarchy and analysis
into the implications of the risk-based approach. Key to the success of the review
was to set service levels for inspections and repairs and to demonstrate compliance
with those service levels and to attach correct risk assessments to ensure that defects
did not lead to incidents with road and footway users.
Performance was measured in both the number of jobs completed and in sqm of work
undertaken. Appendix C provided information by ward on the number of carriageway
and footway repairs completed during the period 1st April, 2019 to 30th September,
2021.
The current condition and planned maintenance of the highway network as set out in
the national performance indictors were referred to. The local roads in Dudley were
all surveyed using accredited survey contractors in line with national guidelines.
Dudley had signed up to the National Highways and Transport Network Survey, which
showed that Dudley was slightly below the national average for satisfaction in the
condition of both highways and highways maintenance. However, it was
acknowledged that Dudley had been finalists in the Association of Public Service
Excellence Network Awards 2021 for most improved performance category for road,
highways and winter maintenance services.
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In terms of classified road, considerable improvements had been made to the
condition as well as maintaining the condition of roads within the Borough, which had
been as a result of increased funding received from a successful bid from the
Department for Transport’s challenge fund and subsequently maintaining the level of
maintenance block funding.
Dudley had seen a deteriorating trend on unclassified roads in the Borough and was
now in the process of assessing the level of deterioration on a street-by-street basis
and developing life cycle plans so that the funding and strategy required to restore the
network could be determined.
Following the presentation, Members had the opportunity to ask questions, make
comments and responses were provided where necessary, as follows:•

Concerns were raised at the lack of information contained in the report
submitted relating to the number of claims that had been received in respect of
personal injury/damage to vehicles. The Acting Director of Public Realm
indicated that although figures could not be provided at the meeting, information
would be circulated to the Members of the Committee.

•

Reference was made to the high number of repairs that had been carried out in
certain areas of the Borough and how those defects had been considered a
priority over some of the roads in the Borough and whether footfall was
considered when carrying out assessments. It was acknowledged that defect
repairs were assessed in line with Council guidelines, which included footfall
and carried out using a risk-based approach and not according to the ward the
defect related to. Following a discussion, it was considered that should it be
proved that repair work was allocated in an unfair way, the matter would be
considered, however, there had been no evidence to suggest that this was the
case.

•

Whilst it was acknowledged that the use of slurry seals prolonged the life of
pavements and prevented network deterioration, Members believed the method
to be unsafe, particularly during the wet weather as it was considered the
drainage system was not adequate. The Acting Director of Public Realm
indicated that further information would be provided to Members of the
Committee.

•

Concern was raised in relation to the condition some utility services left the road
network in following repairs and Members queried the process for ensuring any
defects identified following maintenance/repair were corrected. Frequent
monitoring of the work provided by utility services was carried out and any repair
issues identified within a reasonable timescale, were reported to the appropriate
utility services and either asked to repair the defect or a fine issued.

•

Whilst it was acknowledged that progress had been made to the road network in
the Borough, it was considered that further information on the category of roads
that had been repaired as outlined in Appendix C could have been provided to
give Members a more detailed analysis of the type of roads that had been
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identified as a risk to the public. More transparency was required in terms of
publishing information on repairs and a programme setting out timescales.
•

Service requests from the public and Ward Members were recorded in the back
office system, however, the set up of the system did not currently allow work
undertaken to link back to the original service request, however, collaborative
working with the Director of Digital, Customer and Commercial Services would
commence in the near future to develop the system to improve reporting and
recording capability, which would provide Members with a more detailed
breakdown of repair/maintenance work.

•

Comments were made in relation to impact cold and icy conditions had on the
highway network and it was queried what resources were available to carry out
identified highway repair work and maintenance. It was acknowledged that
adequate materials/machinery was available, including sufficient gritting salt and
vehicles to manage through the winter months. Staffing was currently covered
by both inhouse inspectors and by contractors, however, the Acting Head of
Public Realm acknowledged the comments raised and assured the Committee
that identified work to the high infrastructure was carried out in an efficient and
timely manner with the current staff levels and resources available.

•

The development and improvement of cycle routes were currently being
considered to help promote a healthy lifestyle and to reduce vehicles on the
highway.

•

Concern was raised in relation to the condition of a Dudley road that continued
into the Bromsgrove area and it was queried whether the criteria to assess
defects were similar in other Authorities. It was acknowledged that part of the
road that was located in Dudley was in very poor condition, compared to the part
that covered the Bromsgrove area. Despite numerous e-mails to officers
highlighting the issue, no action had been taken to repair/resurface the area of
road. The Acting Director of Housing and Public Realm acknowledged the
concerns raised and indicated that a review was being carried out to improve
communication between Members and officers. The Acting Director of Public
Realm requested that the Member contact her separately with further
information on the matter for investigation.

•

The condition of Public Right of Ways, pavements and alleyways was referred to
and the criteria followed to assess the severity of defects. Particular reference
was made to the shocking condition of the Brook Holloway area, leading
towards a park and which was recognised as a “school run”. Concern was
raised in relation to the lack of response and action provided by officers despite
numerous attempts to request that the area be repaired. Budget pressures
were referred to and Members were assured that defects in certain areas of the
Brough were not ignored, but dealt with in a more reactive way. Maintenance
and repair work were considered on a number of issues and were dealt with in
order of priority. The use of bicycles and Dashcams were considered to be a
better option to assess defects as footage could be viewed at a later date.
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•

Reference was made to issues associated with highway repair and
maintenance, with particular mention to “knocked down sign posts” and
speeding issues on dangerous roads and it was suggested that Inspectors
considered all dangerous issues when carrying out risk assessments.

•

Whilst it was acknowledged that Street Maintenance focused on response
category defects identified for a response time of between 2 and 24 hours,
officers were reminded that the public assessed the Local Authority on those
repairs that had not been carried out.

Resolved

20

(1)

That the Council’s efforts to manage the Highway Network in line with the
principles and policies required to comply with the new Code of Practice
“Well Managed Highway Infrastructure” be supported.

(2)

That the issues with regard to the condition of local roads be noted and the
measures and resources currently allocated to further clear the backlog of
repairs be supported.

(3)

That the Acting Director of Public Realm be requested to circulate information
on the number of claims that had been received in relation to personal
injury/damage to vehicles to all Members of the Committee.

(4)

That the Acting Director of Public Realm be requested to circulate information
on the use of slurry seals on pavements to all Members of the Committee.

Establishment of a Scrutiny Working Group
A report of the Lead for Law and Governance was submitted to approve the
establishment of a Scrutiny Working Group to consider items within the terms of
reference of this Scrutiny Committee for the 2021/22 municipal year
Resolved
(1)

That a Scrutiny Working Group be established to provide for the informal
consideration and formulation of recommendations concerning items
associated with the Housing Board/Dudley Federation of Tenants and
Residents Association (DFTRA), tenant participation and the Draft Annual
Housing Report.

(2)

That the Scrutiny Working Group comprise all Members of this Scrutiny
Committee.

(3)

That the Lead for Law and Governance, following consultation with the Chair
and Vice-Chair, be authorised to make any necessary arrangements for
meetings of the Working Group during the 2021/22 municipal year.
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Review of Housing Finance
A joint report of the Deputy Chief Executive (in relation to Housing and Community
Services) and the Director of Finance and Legal was submitted on the Review of
Housing Finance.
In presenting the report, the Finance Manager highlighted key paragraphs within the
report, and referred in particular to the proposals considered by Cabinet at its meeting
on 28th October, 2021, as outlined below:•
•
•

rents for council homes with effect from 4th April 2022.
charges for sundry services with effect from April 2022.
a draft HRA budget for 2022/23 in the light of the latest government
announcements on housing finance and our latest spending and resource
assumptions at the time of writing the report to Cabinet.
• a revised Public Sector Housing capital programme for 2021/22 to 2026/2027.
• the HRA’s Thirty Year Business Plan.
The report provided an update on the position for the current financial year in terms of
the Housing Revenue Account (HRA) and the latest variations against the original
budget. In line with Government guidance, although a 3.5% rent increase was being
proposed, professional recommendation for the maximum increase of 4.1% was also
being considered based on the current budget, in cash terms, and the rate of inflation.
Housing benefit and Universal Credit (housing element payment) would both increase
in line with the approved rent increase. In terms of service and other sundry charges,
it was proposed that furniture and garden maintenance be increased by 2.3% in line
with the current rate of inflation. A proposal to increase pitch charges at Oak Lane in
line with proposals for general rents was included. It was also proposed to increase
Telecare Services for private residents to £16.00 per month, recognising that
significant investment would be required to develop the service and move towards a
digital telephony service. It was also proposed to review the current arrangements
whereby private residents were charged for Telecare Services but not Council
residents, however, any change would require a full consultation exercise and
consideration in relation to the impact of any potential charges to service demand and
users. A further proposal to increase the administration fee provided to the Council
from leaseholders to £140 per year to cover the costs of managing properties was
also being considered.
Following Cabinet approval in February, 2008, for garage sites and plots to be
increased every three years, the next increase was planned in 2023/24. It was noted
that an internal review of all Council owned garage sites and plots was currently being
carried out and should additional investment and maintenance be identified, an earlier
increase may be considered.
The proposed draft HRA budget for 2022/23 was shown at Appendix 1 of the report
submitted and was based on recent trends and latest assessment of the
Government’s Policy on Housing Finance.
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A restructure of the Directorate of Housing and Community Services senior
management team had been approved, however, it was recognised that further
approval would be required for reorganisation below senior management level. It was
noted that further restructuring was now proposed to develop new services and
improve core services in line with feedback provided from key stakeholders and
service aspirations. Additional resources to support improvements and redesign had
been built into the proposed draft 2022/23 budget.
In February 2021, a five year housing public sector capital programme was agreed,
which reflected enhanced investment using the HRA’s new borrowing flexibility. A
revised capital programme reflecting latest forecasts and financial consequences was
outlined in Appendix 2 of the report submitted. Expenditure in 2020/21 was
significantly reduced compared to the original budget due to activities that had been
curtailed by the impact of COVID-19. Expenditure funded by additional borrowing
would be aligned to the principles of the Housing Asset Management Strategy 20192029.
In terms of housing, the Local Authority was working with Ark Consultancy, a
specialist housing consultancy organisation, to develop a procedure for community
engagement and consultation to aid prioritisation and the development of specific
estate regeneration projects. Specific projects, once identified and agreed, would be
reported to Cabinet as part of the regular HRA monitoring and budget setting. Initial
consultation had commenced to identify principles and priorities and build positive
and productive relationships with tenants and residents, with an Asset Management
Strategy focused on communication and engagement that worked effectively and
allowed tenants and residents to influence decision-making and participate in building
a consensus for investment priorities.
Following the presentation, Members had the opportunity to ask questions, make
comments and responses were provided, where necessary, as follows:•

Reference was made to the rent loss from void properties in the Borough. It was
acknowledged that £2m had been budgeted for this year, latest forecast being
£1.9m and for next year, a budget of 1.6m had been proposed. Although it was
noted that the figures provided were the total void rent loss and included holding
properties for decant or redevelopment, it was clear that overall improvements
had been made. It was noted that long terms voids were unacceptable, frequent
monitoring was carried out and valid reasons were required where properties
were vacant for a long period of time. Improving processes to reduce the time
that properties were empty for were currently being considered. In relation to
specific properties that had been identified as being vacant for long periods of
time, Members were asked to provide details of addresses to the Finance
Manager and these would be investigated and responses provided directly.

•

In referring to Housing Discretionary Payments (HDP), it was reported that the
figure outlined in the Housing Revenue Account (HRA) was the “top up” to the
grant provided by the Government. It was envisaged that the “top up” fund would
only be used once the Government grant had been rundown. The criteria used
for DHP were referred to and collaborative working with the Revenue and
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Benefits service was essential to ensure correct measures were in place to
support tenants to achieve the maximum benefit entitlement and to ensure that
reminder letters were circulated when DHP was about to end requesting tenants
to re-apply. The “top up” budget set was considered generous, however,
although a reduction in the budget had been proposed, it was still higher than
previous spend.
•

Concern was raised in relation to the principles contained in the Thirty-Year
Housing Business Plan and whether the plan met the needs of the people
currently on the housing waiting list. It was acknowledged that the principle of the
Asset Management Strategy was to maximise provision of housing and to review
service provision to achieve improvements. A review of all housing functions, in
line with the requirements of the Social Housing White Paper was currently being
undertaken.

•

Reference was made to the lack of information outlined in the report in relation to
the management of housing stock to ensure future viability of affordable housing.
The intention was not to transfer the housing stock but the need to ensure that
Dudley’s properties “paid their way” in terms of lettability and maintenance needs
as referred to in the Asset Management Strategy, previously approved by
Cabinet.

•

Reference was made to modern methods of constructions and Dudley’s response
to climate emergency. The Deputy Chief Executive highlighted the corporate
response to climate change and energy efficiency to reduce the climate footprint.
A review was currently being undertaken on the impact of decarbonisation
requirements, which would take effect over the next two decades, in particular the
effect on heating systems in Dudley’s properties. A serious issue relating to the
impact of climate change was the appalling conditions some residents in the
Borough had to live in, some properties were considered not fit for purpose. The
Deputy Chief Executive acknowledged the issues raised and would provide a
written response to the Committee. A report would be provided to a future
meeting of the Committee to include an update and future plans.

•

The current programme of the review of garage sites was outlined. Whilst it was
noted that there were proposals to close several sheltered housing schemes, the
preference was to redevelop those sites inhouse to provide new social housing
for Dudley residents. If the decision was to dispose of the any HRA sites, it was
envisaged that the income would be ring-fenced within the Housing budget to
support future investment in social housing.

•

It was essential that any new garage sites would be used to store vehicles rather
than used as a cheap storage solution. Current processes were outlined and
evidence was requested to ensure that any lease of a garage would be used to
store vehicles only. It was acknowledged that should new, better quality garages
be provided, enforcement would be provided to ensure that garages were being
used in line with requirements. Full consultation with Ward Councillors and
residents would be carried out on any proposals.
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•

In referring to the Beacon Rise development where twenty-six good garages
were to be demolished and replaced by new garages, Members expressed
concern that the location was notorious for Anti-social behaviour (ASB) and
queried what security measures would be put in place to prevent future ASB and
the proposals for residents that had lost their garages. It was noted that
measures to ensure the site was secure would be considered as an integral part
of the planning application and that consideration was being given to a
transitional fee arrangement for tenants who moved to new garages with higher
rents. A full response would be provided to Members of the Committee.

•

The position on housing debt was explained and for HRA debt, Dudley did not
have a requirement for a minimum revenue provision, as long as Dudley
continued to adequately maintain the housing stock. However, where additional
investment was proposed, which would be funded from extra borrowing, a budget
for a voluntary revenue provision would be required. The self-financing changes
in 2012 were explained and how that increased Dudley’s debt level but removed
negative subsidy. It was acknowledged that other local authorities would have
varying debt levels depending on levels of self-financing. The Finance Manager
indicated that further information on other local authorities’ debt levels would be
circulated to all Members of the Committee.

•

It was requested that any new build properties/affordable housing were
developed on brownfield sites and were of high quality, with adequate space and
the potential for security cameras to be erected. Members of the Committee
were invited to inspect examples of new homes and what the new developments
offered residents.

•

Concern was raised in relation to sites being left vacant for long periods of time,
particularly where development had been identified for redevelopment.
Processes and consultation exercises were referred to, which at times, delayed
redevelopment, however, it was acknowledged that the Local Authority did not
“land bank” properties and worked collaboratively with other key organisations to
ensure redevelopment commenced within a reasonable timeframe.

•

In referring to how the impact of any proposed restructure would be measured, it
was noted that any restructure proposed would focus on improving services in
line with key performance indicators and to increase community participation. It
was suggested that a report be submitted to a future meeting of the Committee
on service improvements compared to the current baseline.

•

Assurances were provided that the outcomes of the ARK Consultancy exercise
would be presented to the next meeting of the Scrutiny Committee on 27th
January, 2022.

•

The Committee noted that the historic housing debt included debt transferred
from the former Urban District Councils in the 1960s and 1970s.

•

In referring to the plans to improve Hillbank Estate, which had been in a poor
condition for many years, the Finance Manager outlined the principles within the
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Asset Management Strategy, the Red, Amber, Green (RAG) rating and the
options for red and amber properties. It was noted that not all red rating
properties would be disposed of and redevelopment, where necessary, would be
considered. A specific response would be provided to the Member on plans to
improve Hillbank Estate and it was suggested that should Members have any
housing issues specific to individual wards, that they contact the Finance
Manager directly.
Resolved
(1)

That the proposals considered by Cabinet at its meeting held on 28th October,
2021, relating to the Housing Revenue Account (HRA) budget for 2022/23
onwards, as detailed above, be endorsed.

(2)

That the Deputy Chief Executive be requested to submit a report to a future
meeting of the Committee on Dudley’s response to climate change and future
plans.

(3)

That the Deputy Chief Executive be requested to provide a written response to
all Members of the Committee on Dudley’s response to tackling housing
conditions in the Borough in line with the climate requirements.

(4)

That the Finance Manager be requested to provide a written response to the
Member of the Committee on specific information relating to the Beacon Rise
development.

(5)

That the Finance Manager be requested to circulate further information on
other local authorities’ debt levels to all Members of the Committee.

(6)

That the Finance Manager be requested to arrange a site visit to allow
Members of the Committee to view new housing opportunities and what the
properties offered residents in the Borough.

(7)

That the Finance Manager be requested to provide a report to a future meeting
of the Committee on the impact of the restructure of Housing Services and the
service improvements achieved.

(8)

That the Deputy Chief Executive be requested to present the outcomes of ARK
Consultancy exercise to the next meeting of the Scrutiny Committee on 27th
January, 2022.

The meeting ended at 8.35pm

CHAIR
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Agenda Item No. 6

Meeting of the Housing and Public Realm Scrutiny Committee – 27th
January 2022
Report of the Deputy Chief Executive
Priorities for the Housing and Communities Directorate
Purpose
1.

This report draws together for the Committee information on the UK Government White
Paper on Social Housing published in November 2020, a report from Ark Consultancy
on the outcomes from a tenants survey and the priority recommendations from an
experienced housing consultant, Duncan Forbes, who was commissioned in October
2021 to carry out a review of the Directorate of Housing and Communities and propose
an improvement plan.

Recommendations
2.

It is recommended that the Committee receive and comment on the report.

Background
3.

UK Government White Paper
In November 2020, the UK Government published “The charter for Social Housing
Residents: social housing white paper”. The link to the White Paper can be found at
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-charter-for-social-housing-residentssocial-housing-white-paper/the-charter-for-social-housing-residents-social-housingwhite-paper#executive-summary.

4.

The stated aim of the White Paper is to ensure that social housing customers are safe,
are listened to, live in good quality homes, and to put things right when things go
wrong. The White Paper sets out new regulatory arrangements for social landlords
including local authorities. The Regulator of Social Housing, which now regulates local
authority housing provision, will be responsible for a new stronger proactive consumer
regulatory regime which will strengthen the formal standards against which the Council
is regulated and requiring the Council to:
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•
•
•

5.

Be transparent about their performance and decision-making – so that
tenants and the regulator can hold the Council to account.
Put things right when they go wrong.
Listen to tenants through effective engagement.

The Charter for tenants has seven commitments to tenants against which the Council
will be judged:
1. To be safe in your home.
2. To know how your landlord is performing, including on repairs, complaints
and safety, and how it spends its money, so you can hold it to account.
3. To have your complaints dealt with promptly and fairly, with access to a
strong ombudsman who will give you swift and fair redress when needed.
4. To be treated with respect, backed by a strong consumer regulator and
improved consumer standards for tenants.
5. To have your voice heard by your landlord, for example through regular
meetings, scrutiny panels or being on its Board. The government will provide
help, if you want it, to give you the tools to ensure your landlord listens.
6. To have a good quality home and neighbourhood to live in, with your
landlord keeping your home in good repair.
7. To be supported to take your first step to ownership, so it is a ladder to
other opportunities, should your circumstances allow

6.

The areas for improvement, set out later in this report, have been developed to enable
the Council to deliver the expectations set out in the White Paper.

7.

The Ark Consultancy report
In response to the increased expectations in the White Paper, the former Director of
Housing and Communities commissioned Ark Consultancy to review the Council’s
Involvement and Empowerment arrangements. The presentation setting out the
outcome of that review is attached as Appendix 1.

8.

The results are best summarised on slide 7 in Appendix 1. In a nutshell, the overall
summary is this:
•
•
•

The Council is currently performing below the performance of landlords
providing comparative benchmark levels in all the areas surveyed.
A lot of tenants were undecided.
The two weakest areas where the gap between the performance in Dudley and
the benchmarks were in relation to complaints and the provision of information
to tenants.
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9.

As you can see from the second page, this was an online survey and there were 225
responses. This gives a 95% confidence level in the result with a 6% margin of error.
Statistically, therefore, the survey is not as statistically reliable as we would wish.
So whilst the precise figures in this survey may not be as reliable as we would wish
there are three reasons why the overall message from it should be accepted and we
should get on and act on it as reasonably accurate.
A STAR survey was carried out in 2018 and had 3,349 tenants responding. Tenant
satisfaction levels in many aspects of the Council’s housing service were in the early to
mid 80%s. But when it came to satisfaction with the Council’s communication with
tenants, and how well the Council listened to tenant’s views, tenants only rated the
Council in the 60%s i.e. it was an identified area of weakness in the 2018 survey.
There is a lot of anecdotal feedback from tenants that we aren’t good at communicating
with them and not good at listening to their views, so the results are consistent with the
day to day messages we get from tenants.
Even if there is a 6% margin of error and even if that were to swing every indicator 6%
better (which there is no guarantee it would) that would not take us up to the
benchmark on ANY of the issues surveyed.

10. The areas for improvement set out later in this report have therefore been developed to
take account of and address these findings.
Departmental review
11. As the Committee is aware, the Directorate has experienced a high turnover of senior
management during the last few years and there is currently no Director in post and
interim Heads of Service for Neighbourhoods and Communities and for Community
Safety.
With this gap in senior leadership of the Directorate and increasing feedback reaching
me from the Cabinet Member, customers and from other elected members about their
frustrations over delays and the handling of cases within the Directorate, I decided to
commission an external review. In October 2021, I commissioned Duncan Forbes,
who is a highly experienced housing professional, to carry out a Strategic Review and
make recommendations for an Improvement Plan.
12. Duncan has presented his recommendations for immediate priorities to be addressed
within the Directorate to myself and the Cabinet Member, and has discussed these with
the Heads of Service.
13. The review has identified that there are many services provided right across the
Directorate which are being delivered to a good or excellent standard, as evidenced by
some of our performance data, and there are willing and committed staff who are keen
to deliver an excellent service. The review has identified a number of high-level
elements that need improvement within the Directorate:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A need for a stable high quality senior leadership team within the Directorate
and the senior leaders working as a team on strategic issues.
A strengthened approach to policy and strategy development learning and
applying lessons from across the UK.
Improved collaboration between services to provide seamless services.
Strengthened change management arrangements so that changes are
progressed satisfactorily with clear accountabilities.
Improved engagement of staff and tenants in the design and implementation of
improvements and changes to services.
Improved two-way communication with staff and tenants.
Improved follow through to ensure proposed changes are actually completed
particularly around staffing structures.
Improved systems for handling customer service issues, complaints and
member/MP enquiries.
More effective systems and processes for handling issues that involve multiple
services.

Next steps
14.

These high level areas for improvement all add up to the need for a significant change
in culture; something that will take many months and some years to implement fully.
More immediately, Duncan has recommended that we adopt a managed programme of
change starting this month and led by the Directorate Management Team (DMT). The
programme will consist of a series of cross service projects which will address specific
areas for improvement. DMT will lead the projects and do so in a manner which
demonstrates a change of approach and models the change in culture required. Most
of these projects are quite considerable in themselves and will take some time and
resources to complete. It will be the role of the DMT to approve the scope of each
project and then oversee the resourcing and timescale in a way that ensures projects
are progressed satisfactorily at the optimum speed without burning out those staff who
are responsible for delivering the change alongside the rest of their work.
Note that no timescales for completion are being given for any of these projects. That
is because the new cultural approach we want to promote involves a collaborative
approach to scope and define the work, progress it and conclude it engaging with key
stakeholders such as customers, staff and members along the way. It is also vital to
balance the resources required for each of these projects alongside the delivery of day
to day services. Demand for housing and community services has grown and we need
to ensure that the staff can handle that demand as a top priority. The Committee can
rest assured that some of these projects have already started this month and that each
of these projects will be progressed as rapidly as resources allow, and that we will be
able to report on progress at each Committee.
The areas for improvement are selected to focus on:
•
•
•

The concerns raised by customers and elected members.
The new charter in the White Paper.
The actions arising from the Ark report.
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The priorities to commence in this quarter
15. Building and Supporting our Staff Team
•
•
•
•
•

Finalising the Directorate structure for services and recruiting permanent Director
and Heads of Service; transferring services to the new structure.
Completing changes already agreed for transfer of responsibilities between Asset
Management and Maintenance.
Reviewing structure and resources for the Anti-Social Behaviour team and Tenancy
Management team to strengthen our capacity to deliver high quality services, and to
improve how we operate.
Designing and implementing a communication plan with staff about the change
projects.
Feeding in the accommodation needs of the Directorate into wider corporate review
of office and depot assets.

16. Improving resident and councillor satisfaction
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Reviewing how we handle customer enquiries, Member and MP enquiries and
complaints, and redesigning the system to improve performance and remove
duplication of effort. Ensure users of these services are informed about the new
arrangements.
Agree service standards with Green Care and ensure these are delivered and the
service can be monitored effectively by tenants and housing staff.
Review the rubbish disposal and block cleaning arrangements for all blocks with a
view to improving the arrangements and services provided.
Review roles and responsibilities within the Neighbourhood and Estates Team to
enable them to provide an improved customer service and closer links with
communities as a key “front of house” service for the Directorate on our estates.
Within 2022-23 service plans all other services to identify how they will change their
approach to working with the Neighbourhood and Estates team to support them in
their role as the link with local communities.
Develop and implement a new approach to communicating with our tenants about
their homes and the landlord service. This could include looking at ways to develop
an existing council tenant newsletter (Home Affairs) which is distributed quarterly
and exploring the potential for a regular e-newsletter (using existing and wellestablished council systems) to keep tenants informed.
Develop a repairs and works charter setting out standards for all contractors and
staff when carrying out works in or visiting tenants homes.

17. Engaging with tenants and communities
Note that this priority will be something we will ensure we include in any project where
it is relevant, e.g. when we review roles and responsibilities within the Neighbourhood
and Estates Team, as we review communication arrangements with tenants, as we
improve our arrangements for fire safety and as we plan the delivery of our asset
management strategy.
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•
•
•

•

Start the process of developing ward profiles and pilot this in one area before rolling
out more widely next financial year.
Review revenue and capital budgets for locally based spend.
Discuss how to progress the decisions required by members on the allocation of the
Capital investment programme following extensive consultation by Ark Consultancy
with our tenants in flats and to do so in a way that continues to involve our residents
and involves our Neighbourhood and Estates team.
Develop the virtual network of residents to extend our consultation arrangements.

18. Improving value for money
•
•
•
•
19.

Complete garage review including how garages are managed and let.
Review process for handling complaints from solicitors about disrepair.
Start a review of the voids process.
Review home checks process.

Improving residents safety
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review roles and responsibilities for the various functions involved in fire safety.
Agree information and guidance to be given to residents of high rise blocks and
launch an information campaign for residents.
Review all safety policies including those for fire safety and ensure that risk
assessments are in place for key component failures.
Ensure that the “no access” process for safety inspections is operating quickly and
effectively.
Check the quality of work on the fire door installation project.
Review out of hours arrangements.

20. Demonstrating progress
As the DMT scope each project in more detail, we will be able to determine measures
which can demonstrate that improvements have been secured. We will be able to
provide progress reports and ultimately the outcomes to the Cabinet Member and to
this Committee.
In particular, when we have adapted the processes for member enquiries to a system
which we consider should provide an improved service, we will test this out by carrying
out a survey of elected members to test their experience with the new system.
Likewise, for example, after we have run a communication campaign with high rise
tenants about their safety, we will carry out a quick electronic survey with some of
these tenants to check that they feel better informed about safety issues and more
confident that we are managing their safety effectively. One key piece of work will be
to develop the wider online network of residents whom we can regularly ask for
comments on service improvements and feedback.
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21. Consultation
The Cabinet Member, Chief Executive and Heads of Service have been consulted on
the priorities and they have been adjusted in the light of the consultation. Consultation
with staff will have taken place by the time of the Committee.
Finance
22. At this stage, there are no additional costs in the changes proposed but we expect that
a wholesale review of the cleaning arrangements and void management, for example,
will require a dedicated lead with no other responsibilities. As we scope these projects
we will identify what resource is required and any costs will be managed within existing
Directorate budgets.
Law
23. The proposed actions will help ensure the Council’s compliance with safety legislation,
and the obligations of landlords, and ensure compliance with the new regulatory
requirements proposed in the White Paper when these are enacted.
Risk Management
24. This is a major programme of change and there is a risk that there will be insufficient
resources to deliver the programme given the urgency of securing some of these
changes. This risk will be managed by the Directorate Management Team which will
review the resources and prioritisation of the programme.
Equality Impact
25. There are no specific equality implications.
26. There are no specific implications of this report in relation to children and young people
and they have not been consulted or involved in developing the proposals.
Human Resources/Organisational Development
27. There are significant Human Resources and Organisational Development implications
in this programme of change which will involve some restructuring and changes in roles
and responsibilities as well as a programme of culture change and staff training. The
Human Resources and Organisational Development team will be closely consulted at
each stage as the programme is developed and implemented.
Commercial/Procurement
28. The proposals should result in an improvement in our relationship with customers. The
repairs charter may require changes to our procurement arrangements and contracts
as these are renewed.
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Council Priorities
29. These proposals will support the achievement of healthy, resilient and safe
communities and the Housing aspects of the Dudley Council Plan 2019-22. It will
support the workforce element of the Future Council Programme. The proposals should
significantly benefit communities by improving the engagement of residents with the
Council and improving their safety.
30. One factor to be considered as part of the future Capital investment programme is how
the Council can respond to the Climate and Environmental Emergency and progress
the journey to zero carbon for the Council’s housing stock.

Balvinder Heran
Deputy Chief Executive

Contact Officer:

Duncan Forbes
Telephone: 07771 573904
Email: Duncan.forbes@dudley.gov.uk

Appendices
List of Background Documents
Appendix 1 – Ark Consultancy presentation: Tenant Involvement & Empowerment Survey
Outcomes
This report is based on a more detailed list of priorities.
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Tenant Involvement &
Empowerment Survey
outcomes
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Tenant Involvement & Empowerment Survey
• In total, over 225 tenants completed the online survey
• This represents a response rate of approximately 10 per cent of
all tenancies & provides a 95% confidence level with a 6 per
cent margin of error – in line with the industry standard
• There is also a risk that online surveys gather proportionately
more responses from younger tenants who are known to have
lower levels of satisfaction compared to older tenants
• Over 40% of responses were from tenants between 25-44; 40%
45-64 & around 12% over 65+. Remainder were between 18-24
• Approximately 14 per cent of tenants are involved in some form
with the Council (e.g. local tenants group, focus groups, surveys,
meetings, litter picks)
• The survey reflects regulatory expectations & the themes from
the Social Housing White Paper &‘The Charter for Social
Housing Residents’ published in November 2020
10

The Charter for Social Housing Residents 2020
Have your
voice heard by
your landlord
Be treated with
respect with a
strong
regulator

Deal with
complaints
promptly &
fairly
Know how
your landlord is
performing

Live in a good
quality home &
neighbourhood

Feel safe in
your home
Be supported
to take the first
step to
ownership
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Tenant Involvement & Empowerment Survey
• The Tenant Involvement & Empowerment standard is most
relevant to this survey. It requires landlords to provide
opportunities for tenants to influence & be involved in:
• the formulation of their landlord’s housing-related policies &
strategic priorities;
• decision making about how housing-related services are
delivered, including the setting of service standards;
• the scrutiny of their landlord’s performance & the making of
recommendations to their landlord about how performance
might be improved;
• the management of their homes, where applicable; &
• the management of repair & maintenance services, such as
commissioning & undertaking a range of repair tasks, as
agreed with landlords, & the sharing of any savings made.
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Tenant Involvement & Empowerment Survey
• The Tenant Involvement & Empowerment Standard also
contains specific expectations for landlords to support
involvement & empowerment including:
• supporting the formation & activity of tenant panels or
equivalent groups & responding in a constructive & timely
manner to them;
• providing timely & relevant performance information to
support effective scrutiny by tenants;
• providing support to tenants to build their capacity to be
more effectively involved; &
• consulting tenants at least once every three years on the
best way of involving tenants in the governance & scrutiny
of the organisation’s housing management service.
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Tenant Involvement & Empowerment Survey
• The survey identifies some key areas for the Council where there
appears to be a significant ‘performance gap’:
• Accountability: tenants should expect their landlord to keep
them informed about decisions that affect their homes &
services & to work in partnership to independently scrutinise
& hold them to account for performance & decisions.
• Voice & influence: tenants should expect their landlord to
actively support tenant involvement. Tenant involvement
should be inclusive & accessible - providing all tenants
opportunities to have their say - to influence & be involved in
decision-making. All tenants should feel listened to by their
landlord.
• When things go wrong: tenants should expect their landlord
to listen & act on their views & provide simple & accessible
routes for raising issues, making complaints & seeking redress.
14

Tenant Involvement & Empowerment Survey
Satisfaction

Benchmark

Benchmark

15

The Council provides opportunities to have your say

Just 30% satisfied – benchmark 60%.
Net satisfaction +6% – very/fairly

satisfied minus very/fairly dissatisfied

Around 45% ‘neither’ perhaps
indicating a lack of knowledge/visibility
of service

16

The Council actively supports tenant involvement
Just 30% satisfied.
Net satisfaction +4%
Again, around 45% ‘neither’
ARK suggest an ‘indicative’ benchmark
target of a minimum of 60%

17

Tenants have power to make a real difference

Low levels of satisfaction (just 28%)
Net satisfaction – zero
Again, around 45% ‘neither’
ARK suggest an ‘indicative’ benchmark
target of a minimum of 60%

18

Tenant involvement is inclusive & accessible to all

Very low levels of satisfaction (just
27% compared to ‘indicative’
benchmark of 65%)
Net satisfaction +1%
Knowledge/visibility of service possibly
reflected in over 45% ‘neither’

19

Providing clear information on performance

Very low levels of satisfaction (just
34% compared to benchmark of 80%)
Net satisfaction -3% due to high levels
of dissatisfaction (37%)

20

The Council keeps you informed about decisions
Very low levels of satisfaction (just
35% compared to benchmark of 80%)
Net satisfaction -2% due to high levels
of dissatisfaction (37%)

21

When things go wrong it is easy to complain
Very low levels of satisfaction (just
40% compared to benchmark of 80%)
Net satisfaction of just +3% due to
high levels of dissatisfaction (37%)

22

Listening & acting on complaints & tenants’ views
Very low levels of satisfaction (just
28% compared to benchmark of 70%)
Net satisfaction of -12% due to very
high levels of dissatisfaction (40%)

23

The Council treats you with respect
Satisfaction of 51% compared to an
‘indicative’ benchmark of 60% (small
sample – in ARK’s view target should
be higher)
Very low levels of dissatisfaction (10%)
Net satisfaction +33%

24

The Council is open & honest with you
Satisfaction of 37% compared to an
‘indicative’ benchmark of 45% (small
sample – in ARK’s view this is low
performance)
30% dissatisfaction leading to a net
satisfaction score of +7%
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Tenant Involvement & Empowerment Survey

Current performance
Benchmark/indicative target

26

Analysis by Townships
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Net satisfaction scores by Townships
• Halesowen & Dudley Central positive net satisfaction
(very/fairly satisfied - very/fairly dissatisfied) (+91% & +51%)
• Brierley Hill cumulative net satisfaction scores negative (-32%)
with higher dissatisfaction in 7 out of 10 areas
• Stourbridge cumulative net satisfaction also negative (-12%)
with dissatisfaction higher in 6 out of 10 areas
Dudley Central North Dudley

Halesowen

Stourbridge

Brierley Hill

The Council provides opportunities to have your say

13%

6%

16%

-6%

2%

The Council actively supports tenant involvement

7%

3%

8%

-1%

-4%

Tenants have power to make a real difference

5%

-5%

7%

0%

-5%

Tenant involvement is inclusive & accessible to all

1%

-2%

8%

2%

-7%

The Council provides clear information on performance

-1%

-5%

5%

-3%

-3%

The Council keeps you informed about decisions

0%

0%

3%

-6%

-2%

When things go wrong it is easy to complain

0%

3%

8%

0%

-5%

The Council listens & acts on complaints & tenants’ views

0%

-9%

2%

-12%

-7%

The Council treats you with respect

18%

18%

23%

16%

8%

The Council is open & honest with you

8%

-1%

12%

-2%

-10%

CUMULATIVE SCORES

51%

8%

91%

-12%

-32%
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Net satisfaction scores by Townships

29

The Council provides opportunities to have your say
Significant range in satisfaction e.g.
between Dudley Central & Stourbridge
Net satisfaction highest in Halesowen
& lowest in Stourbridge
Dissatisfaction in Stourbridge 30%

30

The Council actively supports tenant involvement
Satisfaction varies between areas e.g.
Dudley Central & Stourbridge (just
12% satisfied).
Dissatisfaction highest in Brierley Hill

31

Tenants have power to make a real difference
Satisfaction levels vary between Dudley
Central & Stourbridge
Net satisfaction scores lowest in North
Dudley (just 11% satisfied).

32

Tenant involvement is inclusive & accessible to all
Satisfaction is highest in Halesowen &
lowest in North Dudley (just 10%
satisfied).
Net satisfaction scores lowest in
Brierley Hill

33

Providing clear information on performance
Satisfaction is highest in Halesowen
Net satisfaction scores negative in all
other areas

34

The Council keeps you informed about decisions
Net satisfaction scores are finely
‘balanced’ across areas
Satisfaction is highest in Halesowen &
Dudley Central

35

When things go wrong it is easy to complain
Net satisfaction scores are again finely
‘balanced’ across most areas
Satisfaction is highest in Halesowen

36

Listening & acting on complaints & tenants’ views
Satisfaction varies significantly e.g.
between Halesowen & Stourbridge
(just 9% satisfied).
Net satisfaction finely balanced negative in Stourbridge, North Dudley
& Brierley Hill

37

The Council treats you with respect
Significant range in satisfaction levels
between Halesowen & Brierley Hill
Net satisfaction positive in all areas

38

The Council is open & honest with you
Satisfaction varies significantly e.g.
between Dudley Central & Stourbridge
Dissatisfaction also varies significantly
– highest in Brierley Hill at 28%
Net satisfaction positive in Halesowen
& negative in Brierley Hill

39

Questions & comments
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Agenda Item No. 7

Meeting of the Housing and Public Realm Scrutiny Committee – 27th
January 2022
Report of the Deputy Chief Executive
Overview of Safe and Sound - Dudley Community Safety Partnership
1.

Purpose
This report sets out to provide an overview of the Safe and Sound Community Safety
Partnership work.
It aims to highlight its progress in delivering the key priorities to tackle the most
challenging issues for maintaining and improving community safety in Dudley, as
detailed in the body of this report.

2.

Recommendations
It is recommended that the content of the Report is commented on and noted.

3.

Background
Following a report to the Housing and Public Realm Scrutiny Committee in June
2021, additional information in respect of the work of Safe and Sound Community
Safety Partnership was requested.
Background to the Partnership, its statutory duties and local governance can be
found in the previous report.

4.
7.

Safe and Sound Community Safety Partnership - Priorities
Performance management and governance:
The overarching objective of the Partnership is to make our communities safer. In
doing so, it has a statutory duty for delivering its strategic priorities. These are
rigorously performance managed to track progress with clear evidence-based
outcomes. Constantly challenging themselves and others and asking, ‘what
difference are we making’? Safe and Sound is ambitious and strongly believe they
are better when working together. It is the responsibility of the Partnership to do
their very best in making Dudley and its communities safer.
The governance reporting methods are transparent and, where there are issues or
barriers, these are identified and resolved together through the Safe and Sound
Partnership Board. Progress reports are submitted to the Board by responsible
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strategic leads for each priority on a quarterly basis. The priorities ensure they
support the delivery of the Police and Crime Commissioner Police and Crime Plan
2021-2025.
The following priorities were informed by the statutory annual Strategic Assessment
and consultation with our local communities and businesses. This included ‘Dudley:
Have Your Say’ (Annual Public Meeting) and WMNow – online consultation. Valuing
and listening to the voice of the communities underpin these priorities: 1. Tackling and Reducing Violent Crime - tackling gang and knife related
crime
2. Reducing Reoffending – supporting Youth Offending Service under 18s
and First Time Entrants, with a focus on female offenders
3. Reducing Victimisation - including Domestic Violence and Abuse and
Violence Against Women and Girls
4. Reducing Vulnerability – including Substance Misuse, Mental Health,
Modern Slavery, Prevent, Hate Crime
5. Reducing Burglaries - including links to organised car crime
6. Anti-Social Behaviour – supporting the development of a place-based
approach.
Priorities are progressed by the work of a number of partnership sub-groups each
chaired by a ‘priority lead’. (See appendix 1). We have committed to bringing the
priority leads together outside of the board to ensure there is coordination across
priorities, ensuring there are clear delivery plans that avoid duplication and work in
interconnecting strands is complementary
Each sub-group also considers on-line risks and harms and disproportionality in their
delivery plans in relation to the groups priority area of work.
All sub-groups have multi-agency representation, including third sector organisations
where relevant and appropriate, to ensure key messages are shared with partners
and communities and reported back to the group and Strategic Board as
appropriate.
5.

Community Cohesion Strategic Group – Chair: Dudley MBC- Directorate of
Housing and Communities
Purpose:
Working together to create inclusive communities where every voice is heard,
listened to and valued. The group:
•
•
•

Support and promote Community Cohesion by ensuring that partners come
together, share information and direct resources as appropriate.
Build an understanding of local community dynamics and identifies potential
or actual tensions.
Support or coordinate effective responses to these tensions as appropriate.
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•
•

Minimises the potential negative effects of tensions and hate crime, prevents
escalation and reduces conflict.
Build an understanding of issues relating to hate crime, modern slavery, the
prevent agenda and issues relating to gang activity within the Borough and
supports prevention and intervention work as required.

Key work undertaken to date – 2021 / 2022:
Continuous Community Tension Monitoring and Hate Crime Data is scrutinised by
the group to identify and respond appropriately to any concerns or issues emerging
across the borough.
Statutory DMBC responsibility (Counter-Terrorism and Security Act 2015). The
Prevent Board and Channel Panel carry out crucial monitoring in respect of
identifying extreme radicalisation taking place in our schools, colleges and
communities. Key to our success is ensuring that multi agency partners work
together to protect our communities.
Prevent work depends on effective partnership and Safe and Sound has made this
their priority. Central to this is to demonstrate effective compliance with their duty, in
particular and vital to this success is strong partnership working with WM Police and
DMBC. Through effective co-ordination with the multi-agency Prevent Group and
Channel Panel, we can identify and mitigate risks through a ‘Risk Based approach’,
share crucial intelligence and data and, set out raising awareness training to staff,
schools and colleges.
On 9 November 2021, Safe and Sound joined up with WM Police to promote
‘Communities defeat terrorism’; campaign - Counter Terrorism Policing asking
everyone to remain vigilant and ACT if you see anything suspicious.
https://www.dudleysafeandsound.org/post/communities-defeat-terrorism
Modern Slavery is also monitored at each meeting, ensuring that the agenda is
highlighted and progressed within the Borough.
Specific work can be found in the previous report to the Housing and Public Realm
Scrutiny Committee in June 2021.
6.

Dudley Domestic Abuse Local Partnership Board (DDALPB) – Chair: West
Midlands Police (WMP)
We recognise Domestic Abuse as a problem that destroys the lives of victims and
their families.
In Dudley, domestic abuse is a high priority for both Safe and Sound and for the
DDALPB, which comprises representatives from statutory, voluntary and private
sectors who work together to address domestic abuse across the borough.
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Purpose:
The DDALPB is established to meet the requirements set out in the Section 4 of the
Domestic Abuse Act 2021, which places a statutory duty on Local Authorities to
convene a Local Partnership Board. The Board:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complies with statutory duties as set out in Section 4 of the Domestic Abuse
Act 2021.
Provides strategic direction and leadership for tackling domestic abuse in
Dudley ensuring the needs of all victims are met and the perpetrators are held
to account.
Strengthens accountability of Dudley’s response to domestic abuse and
seeks to drive continuous improvement in our local responses.
Ensures the key priorities of Safe and Sound, Dudley’s Community Safety
Partnership are delivered and, scrutinises evidence based best practice.
Ensures the WM Violence Reduction Unit Domestic Abuse Board objectives
are integral to the delivery plans - providing essential links to the wider
children and adults exploitation agenda.
Promotes and supports regional and national domestic abuse evidence based
best practice.

Key work undertaken to date – 2021 / 2022:
Work continues to ensure implementation of the Domestic Abuse Act 2021, which
received Royal Assent on 29th April 2021. This includes:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

A legal definition of Domestic Abuse (DA), which recognises children as
victims in their own right.
A Domestic Abuse Commissioner to stand up for survivors and life-saving
domestic abuse services.
A legal duty on councils to fund support for survivors in ‘safe accommodation’.
New protections in the family and civil courts for survivors – including a ban
on abusers from cross-examining their victims, and a guarantee that survivors
can access special measures (including separate waiting rooms, entrances
and exits and screens).
New criminal offences – including post-separation coercive control, non-fatal
strangulation, threats to disclose private sexual images.
A ban on abusers using a defence of ‘rough sex’.
A guarantee that all survivors will be in priority need for housing, and will keep
a secure tenancy in social housing if they need to escape an abuser.
A ban on GPs for charging for medical evidence of domestic abuse, including
for legal aid.
A duty on the government to issue a code of practice on how data is shared
between the public services survivor’s report to (such as the police) and
immigration enforcement.

The 16 days of action against ‘Domestic Abuse’ campaign was launched on
25 November 2021. This was designed to raise awareness of different forms of
domestic abuse with a distinctive theme each day. Dudley Safe and Sound
successfully joined with other local authorities in the area to reach out to victims of
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domestic abuse and raise awareness that it can happen to anyone regardless of
their age, gender, sexual orientation, race, religion or disability.
A new Dudley DA Strategy based on the Needs Assessment has been developed
and published as per statutory requirements. This is a live document and work
continues with partners to ensure we address the key priorities and plan best
practice for Dudley’s direction of travel.
Dudley DA Training Needs Assessment is completed with the first DRAFT
implementation plan shared with partners for comment. As part of this work, Black
Country Women’s Aid (BCWA) has also worked with Dudley Safeguarding People
Partnership (DSPP) colleagues to update the existing level 1 and level 2 training
courses.
Additional support for victims and their children in safe accommodation (in line with
funding of DA ACT) has been identified and progressed.
Mapping around DA services for children and young people within the borough is
completed and findings have been included within the delivery plans. Discussions
both locally and regionally are taking place in respect of data sets going forward.
A video has been developed to raise awareness of ‘What is Domestic Abuse’ – this
forms part of the Communication Plan and shared widely with partners and via social
media.
Work with partners has progressed in relation to the Sanctuary Service - a service
where security measures are improved in the home to allow victims and their
children to stay safely in their property. A new flow chart has been developed for
staff to follow, and a session to update Housing Associations and DMBC Housing
Staff took place in December 2021.
Separate meetings are planned in respect of Dudley’s response to the Victims Voice
and Forced Marriage / Honour Based Abuse.
A DA ‘Deep Dive’ has taken place via the Safe and Sound Chair’s Subgroup
meeting. This highlighted work taking place and potential risks going forward with
partners.
Regional MARAC Coordination continues. Updates are received as a standing
agenda item at meetings.
The Single Point of Contact (SPOC) continues to run effectively, and promotion
takes place to highlight the main point of contact for services to the public and
practitioners alike.
Domestic Homicide Reviews (DHR’s)
Section 9 of the Domestic Violence, Crime and Victims Act (2004) - implemented in
April 2011. This Act made it a statutory responsibility for Community Safety
Partnerships (CSPs) to complete a Domestic Homicide Review (DHR) when a case
meets the criteria set in the Home Office guidance. Their purpose is not to
reinvestigate the death or apportion blame, but to establish ‘what lessons are to be
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learned’ from the domestic homicide. It scrutinises the way in which local
professionals and organisations work individually and together to safeguard victims’.
Dudley DHR’s: - Since 2011, we have received notification of nine potential cases
and the following provide the latest update for 2020-2021. (previous DHR’s can be
found on Safe and Sound Web site: https://www.dudleysafeandsound.org/dudleydhrs)
•
•
•
•
•
7.

DHR5 – in progress
DHR6 – Underway – a complex and sensitive case which may be delayed
due to parallel process taking place
DHR7 - Panel agreed didn’t meet criteria, Home office informed and agreed
DHR8 – agreed to progress initial panel TBA
DHR9 –Independent chair and author identified, initial panel TBA

Reducing Reoffending Strategic Group – Chair: WMP and Probation
Purpose:
The Reducing Reoffending Strategic Group is responsible for the co-ordination of the
work of partners in Dudley in order to reducing offending.
The Subgroup is responsible for developing the strategic direction and an action plan
with specific, tangible and achievable objectives and outcomes aimed at addressing
reducing reoffending. This reflects the wider West Midlands Community Safety
Partnership priorities and support the Black Country Reducing Reoffending Strategy.
All work is aimed at ensuring a joined-up approach at local, regional and a national
level to make Dudley a safer place to live, work and visit. The Sub Group takes
responsibility for directing activities to reduce offending, reoffending and overseeing
performance against a series of objectives, targets and performance indicators laid
out in the action plan.
Sub Group members bring resources together to assess, understand and to resolve
or mitigate the current and anticipated threats from offending and re-offending from
persistent offending behaviour, and how this impacts on Dudley residents and local
organisations.
Key work undertaken to date – 2021 / 2022:
IOM (Integrated Offender Management) Cases – Continues to be a positive joinedup working partnership with Police, Probation and Community Safety Team. A
specific example is the improvements to the selection and de-selection of IOM
cases. IOM panels are taking place on a monthly basis. Work continues on the IOM
refresh with a review of existing IOM cohorts ongoing and alignment work to the
Fixed/Flex cohorts.
The Acquisitive Crime pilot went live from April 2021, and this is enabling Police and
Probation to receive GPS tagging information on those qualifying cases following
prison release on licence supervision. Police can overlay information with reports of
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crime to identify patterns of activity. Probation Service are responsible for ensuring
the appropriate licence condition is attached.
Alcohol Abstinence and Monitoring Requirements (AAMR) are still a relatively new
disposal available to the courts. This is an innovative scheme and numbers are
monitored and reported through the Reducing Re-offending Group.
There has been a steady increase in both Alcohol Treatment and Drug Treatment
Requirements made at Dudley Magistrates Court.
Data is now available to assist progress on areas linked to reducing re-offending
work plan.
These areas of activity form part of the on-going Action Plan and contribute
significantly to the effective offender management of individuals in the community.
This work is to understand their individual crime driving factors that cause the most
harm to our community.
8.

Rogue Landlord Operational Group – Chair: West Midlands Fire Service
Purpose:
To provide a multi-agency approach for tackling rogue landlords.
A Rogue Landlord may be regarded as “a landlord who knowingly flouts their
obligations by renting out unsafe and substandard accommodation to tenants many
of whom may be vulnerable.” They may also condone the immoral or illegal
behaviour of their tenants through acts or omissions.
The Group focus on those landlords where a partnership approach is required to
address concerns and issues arising from poor practice and behaviours. This often
includes a multitude of issues including poor housing conditions, tenancy
management issues, fire safety, planning breaches, infringement of building
regulations, use of the property for illegal activities such as cuckooing, modern
slavery, safeguarding issues and illegal evictions.
The Group are cognisant of issues relating to modern slavery and address concerns
appropriately.
The functions of the group include:
•
•
•
•

Act as a forum to discuss and review new and on-going cases and to agree
multi agency actions and solutions from identification to closure.
Determine who is best to lead on individual cases.
Undertake any actions allocated to individuals or agencies in a timely manner
and report back to the bi-monthly Operational Group meetings.
Provide feedback in respect of any barriers to actions being undertaken and
implemented.
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•

•
•

•
•
•
9.

Facilitate the sharing of information and intelligence across agencies and
directorates. This is done in accordance with the Safe and Sound Data
Exchange Agreement.
Monitor illegal evictions, trends and responses.
Monitor and respond to issues relating to unregulated accommodation
“linking in” with Safer Places and DMBC Integrated Commissioning Hub as
appropriate.
Use the information and intelligence gathered to inform strategic decision
making and approaches.
Respond to and influence policy discussions across partner organisations
including contributing to policy development.
Promote good practice across the private rented sector e.g. landlords’ forum.

Safer Places – Chair: WMP
Purpose:
The aim of the Safer Places Group is to reduce crime and disorder, anti-social
behaviour and environmental crime, whilst addressing the vulnerability at the root
cause of these crimes. The Group tackle, resolve and ultimately reduce demand
across services. This is achieved by partner engagement, appropriate interventions
being delivered, enforcement action being undertaken, completion of actions and
monitoring of activity. De-briefing what worked and what needs to change.
The Safer Places Sub-Group of Safe and Sound primarily focus on high demand
locations relating to repeat calls for service to agencies across the partnership and
take a problem solving approach to reducing this demand.
High demand locations are defined as generating 9 or more calls for service relating
to anti-social behaviour and public safety/welfare over the 3 month period. Or 5 calls
in the 4 week period preceding the meeting at which they are introduced. However,
other locations may be adopted for action by the group where there are exceptional
circumstances or vulnerability. The work of the sub-group collate crucial information
from the Safer Places “product” developed and provided by West Midlands Police –
Partnership Analyst.
Partners are encouraged to submit cases to the Safer Places sub-group for a
partnership approach to problem solving that do not feature in the “product” at least
14 days prior to the meeting.
The group also identify themes and trends across our demand locations in order to
ensure a strategic approach is taken to the issues concerned.
The Safer Places process is viewed as good practice across the West Midlands.

10

Sexual Assault and Abuse Strategic Group (SAASG) – Chair: CCG
This is a newly formed sub-group of Safe and Sound Community Safety Partnership.
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Purpose:
To ensure that there is an effective joined up approach to preventing, identifying and
responding to children, young people and adults at risk of, experiencing or that have
experienced sexual assault and abuse across the borough.
Provide strategic direction and leadership for tackling sexual assault and abuse in
Dudley, ensuring the needs of all victims are met and those who perpetrate sexual
assault and abuse are held to account.
Strengthen accountability of Dudley’s response to sexual assault and abuse and
seek to drive continuous improvement in our local response to sexual assault and
abuse.
Support delivery the of West Midlands Regional Sexual Assault and Abuse Strategy,
considering the objectives of the wider exploitation and abuse agenda, where
applicable.
Promote and support regional and national sexual assault and abuse evidence
based best practice.
Key work undertaken to date – 2021 / 2022:
Strategy and Terms of developed, agreed and published.
Terms of Reference agreed.
Action Plan as a live document and continues to be progressed.
Best practice is shared through service provider representation and attendance at
regional groups as well as regional attendance at the SAASG.
Discussions are taking place in respect of data sets going forward. This is linking into
regional discussions.
Agreement obtained with Black Country Women’s Aid that the Domestic Abuse
Single Point Of Contact (SPOC) is now also the SPOC for Sexual Assault and
Abuse (SAA) in order to link in with their SAA Independent Sexual Violence Advisor
Service. The SPOC continues to run effectively, and promotion continues to take
place to highlight this as the main point of contact for services to the public and
practitioners alike.
On 11th-17th October, ‘#LookCloser’ campaign successfully reached schools,
colleges and local communities to protect young people from Exploitation: ‘Raising
awareness that exploited young people don’t always look and act vulnerable’.
Young people can be exploited anywhere and may be most visible in public spaces.
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11

Substance Misuse Alliance Group - Chair: Dudley MBC – Public Health
Purpose:
The Substance Misuse Alliance (SMA) has responsibility for developing an effective
approach to managing substance misuse issues across Dudley borough.
To give clarity in respect of functions and lines of accountability, the SMA provides
an oversight and accountability function to support a whole system approach to
prevention, early detection, harm reduction, and recovery in relation to the substance
misuse and related vulnerabilities, for adults and young people.
The SMA oversees one operational group (Drug/Alcohol Related Death Inquiry
Group) which reports into the alliance on a quarterly basis, concerning key issues.
The SMA reports on performance of services against key performance indicators
(local and national), alcohol-related hospital admissions, licensing (tobacco and
alcohol), tobacco control agenda, safeguarding and clinical governance issues,
clinical safety and prescribing concerns, as well as reacting to emerging issues,
including drug alerts, and drug related deaths. The SMA members also consider,
and report against, activities of the alliance members that support the local Health
and Wellbeing Boards priorities of promoting healthy weight, reducing the impact of
poverty, and reducing loneliness and isolation.
Key work undertaken to date – 2021 / 2022:
Services continue to deliver a high level of provision in challenging circumstances,
with face to face services and other in-person activities returning where possible, for
example resumption of test purchasing and substance misuse awareness talks at
Freshers Fairs.
Some online/remote access options offered during the pandemic are preferred by
service users and a blended approach is being used by several services to offer
choice and ease of access.
All posts to carry out work proposed as part of the Universal Funding bid have been
recruited. This is an excellent achievement as other authorities have found
recruitment challenging. A pathway from volunteering roles has been key in this
success, allowing individuals with transferable skills to be appointed.
Dudley has been recognised by Public Health England for its good practice on
naloxone provision, which includes work on nasal naloxone with pharmacies as part
of the Universal Funding.
The Youth Offending Service and ‘Here4Youth’ (Integrated well-being service for
young people across the borough) have demonstrated excellent partnership working
in the engagement of young people on how they would like services to be delivered.
A video is in production and shared with partners.
Automatic referral pathways to Here4Youth are now in place for young people
presenting at A&E with drug/alcohol issues.
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12

Violence Prevention Group - Chair: Dudley MBC – Public Health
Purpose:
To provide strategic direction and leadership for preventing and reducing violence
within the Borough, ensuring that the needs of victims are met and those who
perpetrate violence are held to account and receive interventions as appropriate.
To ensure that there is a systematic and coordinated approach to preventing and
reducing violence within the Borough.
To achieve a trauma informed and responsive partnership by incorporating The
Dudley Trauma Informed action plan into the work of the group.
To ensure that we respond to The Serious Violence Duty under the Police, Crime,
Sentencing and Courts Bill 2021.
This duty requires the Local Authority, Police, Fire & Rescue, Criminal Justice
agencies and Health Authorities to work together to formulate an evidenced based
analysis of problems and implement a strategy regarding how agencies will respond.
A needs assessment will inform this work. A refreshed strategy and delivery plan are
in place.
Key work undertaken to date – 2021 / 2022:
The Violence Prevention Group has continued to meet on a bi-monthly basis.
Attendance has been positive and productive. The Group provides the Governance
arrangements for a number of initiatives e.g. the St. James’s Plus Violence
Reduction Unit (VRU) Pilot. Information in respect of training and best practice
continues to be shared. Place-based working for 2021/22 is also including a focus on
issues relating to Brierley Hill. The Stakeholder network is being widened to be a
Borough wide forum.
The Action Plan for 2021/22 is progressing – capacity has now been secured in
respect of developing the Needs Assessment and a data set for the Group.
The Group has overseen the St. James’s Plus VRU Pilot and received feedback in
respect of 627 and 829 projects.
The Group has considered on-line risks and harms – further work is being developed
with key partners and strong support from the voluntary sector.
Good practice has been shared as well as concerns to influence and inform future
plans and actions.
The VRU’s offer for Dudley has been shared among partners.
A meeting has taken place to look at how we can better support the voluntary sector
in respect of violence prevention and reduction including any risks that they may
hold. Offers of support are in place initially through WMP and the VRU and a
workshop is being convened for January 2022 to take this work forward.
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The current Preventing Violence Strategy has been reviewed – this has been
updated in light of the Serious Violence Duty, COVID 19, Adverse Childhood
Experiences (ACEs) and current data.
The Violence Prevention Group were successful in gaining funding through a VRU
bid to secure Teachable Moments intervention within Russell’s Hall Hospital.
A Violence ‘Deep Dive’ has taken place via the Safe and Sound Chair’s Subgroup
meeting.
We are taking part in a pilot to conduct Knife Crime Homicide Reviews (where there
is a murder as a result of knife crime) to attempt to learn any lessons to improve our
response as a partnership to prevent future harm. These will be similar to DHRs.
13

YOS Management Board
The ‘National Standards Self-Assessment’: With regard to the strategic standards, it
is important that the Board can articulate the Borough’s approach to the prevention
of youth crime in terms of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local strategies and services in place to ensure positive outcomes for
children, to prevent children from becoming involved in crime and/or antisocial behaviour.
Point-of-arrest diversion policies and strategies as a distinct and substantially
different response to formal out of court disposals.
A joint protocol between Police and YOS setting out locally agreed practice
for out-of-court disposals and a suitable means of joint decision-making.
Action taken to promote diversion into more suitable child focused systems,
and positive constructive behaviour.
Analysis and action planning in place to tackle any disproportionality.
There may also be value in being able to clearly articulate the response to
knife crime across the partnership.

Work has commenced on implementing the recommendations arising from the audit
at both operational and strategic levels.
The board continues to embrace a more preventative model of working, to ensure
young people and families are supported to succeed without the need for statutory
involvement.
Key work undertaken to date – 2021 / 2022:
In quarter 2, the YOS Management Board finalised and signed off the Youth Justice
plan. This is a key element of youth justice board grant requirements, and as a
partnership it is important that partners understand and work to the priorities set.
A child friendly video has also been produced to get positive messages about the
plan to young people. This is available for viewing via:
https://sites.google.com/dudleyyos.org.uk/yos-plan/home
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In terms of impact, the data within the plan shows positive progress on the three
KPIs monitored by the Youth Justice Board (YJB); First Time Entrants (FTE),
Reducing Reoffending and the Use of Custody (albeit that the YJB’s data does have
a time delay on it).
More broadly, the YOS continues to build on its prevention and diversion offer in
order to try and keep children out of the formal youth justice system.
The YOS continues to work alongside VRU colleagues as part of the St James’s
Stakeholder project.
A young person has designed a new logo for the service and attended the Children’s
Services Leadership Team meeting to present, as well as providing information at
the YOS Board.
14

Communications
Safe and Sound believe in open, transparent and honest communications, ensuring
they inform, engage with and respond to our communities. Communications are
planned throughout the year around the priorities via the safe and sound
communications plan
The annual communications plan aims to:
•
•
•

Effectively inform residents of the work the partnership carries out to reduce
crime, anti-social behaviour and substance misuse.
Raise general awareness of the partnership and the organisations who are
working together to tackle its priorities.
Inform the public of partnership activity and performance using value for
money communication channels.

The plan ensures that members of the community are aware of key issues on how to
access additional information and where to contact support and signpost victims.
Above all, to know how to report concerns, thus offering reassurance to the wider
community and provide support to those who need it the most.
Safe and Sound host a comprehensive website that contains a ‘Help Hub’ with
pages dedicated to various community safety ‘topics’. This information is regularly
updated and easily accessible to both residents and those that work within the
borough. https://www.dudleysafeandsound.org/
15

Dudley Have Your Say
Dudley Have Your Say is an annual public meeting held in response to: Delivering
Safer Communities: A guide to effective partnership working; Guidance for Crime
and Disorder Reduction Partnerships and Community Safety Partnerships, which
outlines a statutory requirements for the Community Safety Partnership to hold one
or more public meetings during each year, which must be attended by individuals
who hold a senior position within each responsible authority.
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The aim of the meeting is for senior representatives of the community safety
partnership and responsible authorities to meet the public to hear their issues and let
them know about action they have taken or will take to tackle them.
This years meeting will take place in March 2022.
16. Finance
There are no financial implications arising from this report.
17. Law
Safe and Sound is DMBC statutory Community Safety Partnership, which must meet
the requirements set out by the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 and its subsequent
amendments.
Other legislation that applies to Safe and Sound Community Safety Partnership
includes: •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Police and Justice Act 2006
Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011
Health and Social Care Act 2012
Counter Terrorism and Security Act 2015
Modern Slavery Act 2015
Domestic Abuse Act – 2021
Anti-Social Behaviour Crime and Policing Act 2014
Police & Crime Act 2009
Police, Crime, Sentencing and Courts Bill (third reading prior to Final stage
and Royal Assent).

18. Risk Management
No “material” risks are resulting from this report.
19. Equality Impact
There are no equality impact implications arising directly from this report. However,
there are differential impacts on individuals, families, and communities in respect of
issues that the Community Safety Partnership seeks to address. This needs to be
borne in mind when planning and delivering work and services.
Communities, including young people have been consulted with to inform the
priorities of the Community Safety Partnership.
Work undertaken by the Safe and Sound has a positive effect on children and young
people who may be affected by the issues that the Partnership seeks to address.
There are two Youth Police and Crime Commissioners on the Safe and Sound
Community Safety Partnership Strategic Board. They are supported in their role
through DMBC – Youth Service and the Police and Crime Commissioner’s Officer.
The Board receives updates in respect of their work and concerns of young people.
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20. Human Resources/Organisational Development
Whilst this report does not have any immediate organisational development/HR or
transformational implications, it is important to build the confidence of the workforce
in respect of a range of issues covered in this report and relating to the important
“Community Safety” agenda.
21. Commercial/Procurement
There are no commercial or procurement implications arising directly from this
report.
22. Commercial/Procurement
The work of the Safe and Sound Community Safety Partnership links with the third
Aspiration with the Borough Vision 2030 – Forging a Future for All, ‘#HOME Of
Warm Welcomes and Close-Knit Communities’ - A place of healthy, resilient, safe
communities with high aspirations and the ability to shape their own future.
The work of the Safe and Sound Community Safety Partnership also links in with the
Council Plan particularly in respect of Safer and Stronger Communities.
We have a Statutory Duty to “deliver” in line with the Crime and Disorder Act 1998.
The Modern Slavery Act 2015, The Domestic Abuse Act 2021, The Counter
Terrorism and Security Act 2015 and Safeguarding adults and children.

Balvinder Heran
Deputy Chief Executive

Contact Officer:

Susan Dicks
Telephone: 01384 818152
Email: Susan.dicks@dudley.gov.uk
Katriona Lafferty
Telephone: 01384 813278
Email: Katriona.laffertydudley.gov.uk
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Safe and Sound – Dudley’s Community Safety Partnership Structure Chart – October 2021

Rogue Landlord
Operational Group
(Fire Service from
September 2021)

Violence
Prevention Group

Safer Places
(Adam Austin/
Pete Sandhu WMP)

(Public Health Maggi Morris from
July 2021)

Sexual Assault
and Abuse
Strategic Group
(Interim Neill
Bucktin - CCG)

Domestic and
Sexual Abuse
Forum

Prevent Delivery
Group

(Raj Thind BCWA)

(Sue Haywood DMBC / Jason
Anderson - WMP)

Community
Cohesion Strategic
Group

Channel Panel
(Sue Haywood DMBC)

Drug and
Alcohol Related
Death review
Panel

(to be confimed DMBC)

Substance Misuse
Alliance
(Diane Boros DMBC)

MARAC
(Multi-agency
Risk Assessment
Conference)

(Jason Anderson WMP)

Incorporating Police and Crime Board

(James Bird
WMP)

YOS Management
Board
(Helen Ellis DMBC)

Reducing
reoffending /
Strategic Group
(Andy Fitzgerald WMP and David
Mullis - Probation)

I
O
M
O
r
i
o
a
l
p

(Including Tension
Monitoring, Hate Crime
and Modern Slavery)

Dudley Domestic
Abuse Local
Partnership Board

One Day One
Conversation
(Multi-Agency
Offender
Management)
(Adam Revell DA
and Andy Higgins Core/Gang WMP

NB: Disproportionality and on-line risks and harms are a “golden thread” addressed through all sub-groups
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Agenda Item No. 8

Meeting of the Housing and Public Realm Scrutiny Committee –
27th January 2022
Joint Report of the Chief Executive, Director of Finance and
Legal, Deputy Chief Executive and Acting Director of Public
Realm
Medium Term Financial Strategy
Purpose
1.

To consult the Scrutiny Committee on the draft Medium Term Financial Strategy
(MTFS) to 2024/25 as approved by Cabinet on 15th December 2021, with emphasis
on those proposals relating to the committee’s terms of reference. For this committee
the relevant items are those relating to paragraphs could 25 and 26, and Appendices
D and E. Members should note that this report is based on proposals formally
considered by Cabinet on 15th December 2021 and does not reflect any subsequent
announcements by the Administration

Recommendations
2.

That the Committee considers and comments on the Cabinet’s proposals for the
Medium Term Financial Strategy to 2024/25, taking into account the considerations
set out in paragraph 36.

Background
3.

The Council approved the General Fund budget for 2021/22 and the MTFS up to
2023/24 on 1st March 2021. A report on the 2020/21 outturn was considered by
Cabinet on 24th June 2021. At 31st March 2020 our unringfenced revenue reserves as
a proportion of net revenue spend were 17%. At 31st March 2021 our unringfenced
reserves1 were 24% of net expenditure. The most recent comparative information
available for other councils shows that average unringfenced reserves were 45% of
net expenditure at 31st March 2020.

1

In order not to distort comparisons, this excludes reserves in respect of Section 31 funding of increased
Business Rates Retail relief and Local Tax Income Guarantee grant.
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External Audit
4.

The External Auditors (Grant Thornton) presented their 2019/20 Annual Audit Letter to
Cabinet on 15th March 2021. They gave a qualified opinion on Value for Money and
in particular expressed concerns about the Council’s arrangements to ensure that it
maintains a sufficient level of reserves to sustain its financial resilience. They are
currently working on an updated Value for Money opinion and this will be published in
the new calendar year.

Forecast 2021/22 Position
5.

In response to Covid-19, the Government has directed significant additional funding to
councils. New allocations for the financial year 2021/22 are shown in Appendix A. We
anticipate receiving £13.0m of unringfenced funding and further grants totalling
£29.4m for specific purposes. It is expected that the latter are matched by specific
increases in expenditure or reductions in income.

6.

The forecast General Fund position after transfers from / to earmarked reserves is as
follows.
Directorate

Chief Executive
Adult Social Care
Children's Services
Health and Wellbeing
Finance and Legal
Digital, Commercial and Customer
Services
Housing and Community
Public Realm
Regeneration and Enterprise
Corporate, Treasury and Levies
Total Service Costs
Total Resources
Use of Balances
7.

Latest
Budget
£m
0.0
102.2
74.2
3.5
4.0

Outturn
£m

Variance
£m

(0.1)
104.9
74.2
2.7
4.2

(0.1)
2.7
0.0
(0.8)
0.2

0.5

0.8

0.3

6.8
51.4
11.3
18.1
272.0
(263.0)
9.0

6.5
52.7
14.0
10.2
270.1
(265.6)
4.5

(0.3)
1.3
2.7
(7.9)
(1.9)
(2.6)
(4.5)

Further detail is provided in Appendix B. The significant variances are as follows:
•
•

Pressures of £9.5m from the impact of Covid, mainly in additional costs of
Adult Social Care to support the health service and ongoing reduced levels
of trading income in a number of services.
Favourable variances of £14.8m arising as a result of charging costs to
Covid specific grants where services are continuing to support the
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•

pandemic response, additional grants to partially offset trading and tax
income losses and application of the general Covid contingency to the
pressures outlined above.
Net pressures of £0.8m that are unrelated to Covid, mainly from the
national pay offer being higher than budgeted, offset by lower than
expected borrowing costs.

8.

Progress with delivery of specific savings within the current budget is set out in
Appendix C. Performance on delivery of savings supports and is consistent with the
forecast 2021/22 position outlined above and in Appendix B.

9.

The majority of Special Education Needs and Disability (SEND) services are met from
the High Needs Block within the Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG). As previously
reported, we (in common with many other councils) have been experiencing
significant financial pressures from increasing demand for children that require
additional educational support. Notwithstanding the high-level recovery plan that has
been agreed, there is a forecast deficit on the High Needs Block of £18.9m at 31st
March 2022. The Government has regulated temporarily to ensure that this pressure
sits within the Dedicated Schools Grant, although there is a risk that there may be an
impact on the General Fund from 2023/24. As such this deficit is not included in
Appendix B.

General Fund Balances
10.

The impact of the outturn shown above leaves the forecast main unallocated General
Fund Balance at 31st March 2022 as follows:

Forecast balance 31st March 2021
2020/21 outturn (as reported to June Cabinet)
Balance at 31st March 2021
Planned use of Reserves approved by Council March
2021
Council Decision to amend budgets during 2021/22
Forecast favourable 2021/22 outturn
Forecast General Fund Balance at 31st March 2022
11.

Original Latest
Budget Position
£m
£m
24.5
24.5
+4.4
24.5
28.9
(8.3)
(8.3)

16.2

(0.7)
+4.5
24.4

It should be noted that the Council’s overall level of unringfenced reserves remains
relatively low.

Medium Term Financial Strategy to 2024/25
12.

In updating the Council’s Medium Term Financial Strategy, Members will need to
consider carefully:
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(a)

the levels of Government support allocated to the Council;

(b)

proposals for additional spending, opportunities to free up resources
(including savings), and Council Plan priorities;

(c)

the implications of spending levels in later years as part of the Council’s
medium term financial plan;

(d)

the views of consultees;

(e)

the external factors and risks inherent in the Strategy;

(f)

the impact on Council Tax payers.

(g)

the potential impacts on people with protected characteristics as defined in
the Equality Act 2010. Members will need to have due regard to the public
sector equality duty under the Equality Act 2010. (Further details are set out in
the Equality Impact section below.)

Government Funding
13.

The Chancellor announced the conclusion of a three-year Spending Review on 27th
October. This included the following:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

An additional £1.6bn of funding to local government at the national level
(including £200m for supporting families and £38m for cyber security).
An increase in assumed Business Rate income and underlying Revenue
Support Grant in line with inflation. The actual Business Rate multiplier will be
frozen but councils will be compensated through grant for the income shortfall
compared with an inflationary uplift.
Further Business Rates reliefs (in 2022/23 for retail, hospitality and leisure and in
later years to incentivise property improvements, renewable energy and
decarbonisation) also with councils being compensated through grant for loss of
income.
Continuation of the 2017/18 100% Business Rates Retention pilots – including
that for the West Midlands.
Improved Better Care Fund to continue at 2021/22 levels.
New Homes Bonus funding on the basis of new homes (and reductions in long
term empty homes) above a threshold, with a consultation on review for 2022/23
to be published shortly.
Additional funding of £3.6bn over three years for reforms to social care charging.
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14.

We are awaiting full details of the proposed Local Government Finance Settlement for
2022/23 including details of how the extra funding above will be allocated to individual
councils. At this stage we have made reasonable assumptions, based on past
experience, about funding allocations to Dudley. These forecasts assume that social
care charging reforms (loss of charging income offset by additional government
funding) have a neutral impact on the council, but this is subject to uncertainty and will
need to be monitored closely.

15.

The Government has indicated that it will take stock of the previously proposed
funding reforms (Business Rate Retention and Fair Funding Review) in the context of
the position in which the sector now finds itself, both with regard to the impact that the
pandemic has had on the resources available to councils, and the demands on local
services. The timing and impact of any review are uncertain.

Council Tax
16.

Accounting for Council Tax Collection Fund surpluses and deficits and associated
grants is complex, particularly in terms of timing. Forecasts reflect a planned charge
to the General Fund of £0.3m per year for the next two years, spreading the impact of
the deficit in 2020/21 that arose mainly as a result of Council Tax Reduction (CTR)
claimant numbers being increased due to the pandemic. For 2022/23, this charge is
more than offset by a surplus arising mainly from the fact that CTR claimant numbers
in the current year have been lower than expected, leading to a net credit of £0.3m.
Tax Income Guarantee (TIG) grant, compensating deficits in 2021/22, has been
credited to the General Fund in the current year and this is reflected in the forecast in
Appendix B.

17.

Although numbers of CTR claimants in the current year are lower than expected, they
remain around 1,800 higher than they were before the pandemic. Forecasts for
Council Tax income in future years assume that these numbers will gradually return to
pre-pandemic levels over the life of the MTFS. Forecasts have also been adjusted to
reflect current numbers of households in receipt of discounts and exemptions. The
position will continue to be monitored closely and any updated forecasts reported to
Cabinet in February.

18.

The Spending Review included proposed Council Tax referendum principles for
2022/23 of a core limit of less than 2% plus an Adult Social Care (ASC) precept limit
of 1%. Forecasts in this report are based on a 2.99% Council Tax increase in
2022/23 and assume the same in later years.
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Business Rates
19.

Accounting for Business Rates Collection Fund surpluses and deficits and associated
grants is complex, particularly in terms of timing. Forecasts reflect a planned charge
to the General Fund of £1.8m per year for the next two years, spreading the impact of
the deficit in 2020/21 that arose mainly as a result of the impact of the pandemic on
businesses. For 2022/23, we expect an additional charge of £10.5m (reflecting the
loss of income in the current year from reliefs to retail, hospitality and leisure
businesses) offset by a credit of £11.4m mainly arising from a review of provisions for
business rate appeals (see below) leading to a net overall charge of £0.9m. The
impact of current year reliefs is offset by grant that will be credited to the General
Fund in 2022/23. Tax Income Guarantee (TIG) grant, compensating deficits in
2021/22, has been credited to the General Fund in the current year and this is
reflected in the forecast in Appendix B.

20.

There is ongoing uncertainty concerning the impact of the 2017 revaluation on our
Business Rate and grant income, in particular the impact of appeals under what was
then a new “Check, Challenge, Appeal” process. For the last four years we have
been making provision broadly in line with central government assumptions about the
impact of appeals. We have now reviewed this provision in the light of actual appeals
received together with external advice on potential future appeals and comparisons
with other councils. In light of this review, we have reduced our provision for appeals
to around 1.8% of gross rates payable.

21.

For future years, we have adjusted our forecasts to reflect actual levels of empty
property and other reliefs, numbers of properties in rating and the ongoing impact of
our review of appeals set out above. We have also adjusted forecasts of Business
Rates and Section 31 Grant income to reflect the anticipated Retail Price Index.

Combined Authority
22.

The West Midlands Combined Authority (CA) receives three elements of funding via
the constituent authorities as follows:
•
•
•

23.

The Transport Levy to fund its transport functions, allocated by statute on a
population basis.
A contribution to reflect assumed real terms growth in the central share of
business rates from 2016/17 onwards to fund its regeneration activities, under the
terms of the Devolution Deal.
A further contribution to fund its non-transport functions currently allocated by
agreement partly on a population basis and partly by equal shares.

Forecasts in this report assume that contributions continue on the same basis.
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Base Budget Forecasts
24.

The Base Budget reflects the impact on spending of forecast inflation and other
anticipated changes, before directorate additional spending or savings proposals are
taken into account. Details are as follows.

2021/22 base
Pay (note 1)
General price inflation (note 2)
Income uplift (note 3)
Pensions (note 4)
Combined Authority (see paras 22-23)
Treasury (note 5)
Remove previous contingency (note 6)
Other adjustments (note 7)
Base Budget Forecast

2022/23 2023/24
£m
£m
271.3
271.3
5.3
7.9
3.8
-1.1
-2.4
-0.9
1.0
0.1
0.3
0.7
2.8
-8.8
-8.8
-1.0
-1.4
265.6
274.5

2024/25
£m
271.3
10.7
7.9
-3.4
0.1
0.4
3.0
-8.8
-1.3
279.9

Notes:
(1) This allows for a pay increase of 1.75% in the current year (based on the
employers’ latest offer), future increases at 2% per year and a 1.25% uplift in
employer’s National Insurance from next year. Note that Central Government does not
control Local Government pay directly.
(2) No general provision has been made for 2022/23, with any specific inflationary
issues being reflected in additional spending in paragraph 28 below.
(3) Assumes an increase of 2% per year on fees and charges.
(4) Contributions from 2023/24 will be determined following the 2022 actuarial review.
It is currently assumed this will not give rise to any change in underlying contributions.
Contributions in individual years are impacted by the current arrangements which give
varying annual discounts for 3 year advance payment.
(5)
Impact of Capital Programme, treasury management and investment income
changes.
(6)
The existing Medium Term Financial Strategy includes a £8.8m general
contingency. Specific additional spending has now been identified within this report
so, to avoid double counting, the contingency has been removed.
(7)
Fall-out of previous one-off items, timing of Leisure Centre works and Metro
route enhancements, payments to the Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) in relation
to the DY5 Enterprise Zone, costs of the Portersfield design competition, previously
agreed increases in Members’ Allowances and other adjustments.
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Additional Spending
25.

The following table outlines proposed additional directorate spending arising from a
combination of demographic, inflationary, pandemic and other unavoidable service
pressures as well as improvements to services to residents and growth in
organisational capacity to deliver change. Further detail is provided in Appendix D.

Chief Executive
Adult Social Care
Children’s Services
Finance and Legal Services
Digital, Commercial and Customer
Services
Regeneration and Enterprise
Housing and Community
Public Realm
Total

2022/23
£m
0.4
10.4
1.5
0.6

2023/24
£m
0.4
12.3
1.5
0.6

2024/25
£m
0.4
12.3
1.5
0.6

1.7

1.6

1.5

1.0
0.8
3.5
19.9

0.8
0.9
1.9
20.0

0.9
0.9
2.1
20.2

Savings
26.

In total the following saving proposals have been identified. Details are set out in
Appendix E.

Adult Social Care
Chief Executives
Children’s Services
Digital, Commercial and Customer
Services
Regeneration and Enterprise
Housing and Community
Public Realm
Total
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2022/23
£m
0.5
0.1
0.8

2023/24
£m
0.6
0.1
0.8

2024/25
£m
0.6
0.1
0.8

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.3
0.2
1.9
3.8

0.7
0.2
1.9
4.3

1.9
0.6
1.9
6.0

Public Health
27.

The recent Spending Review announcement gave a commitment to maintaining the
Public Health Grant in real terms for 2022/23, with continuing investment in healthy
weight programmes and additional investment in the Start for Life offer for families. In
2021/22 there is a forecast surplus on the Public Health Grant due to the continued
focus in Health & Wellbeing on dealing with the Covd-19 pandemic. This surplus will
be added to the ringfenced Public Health Reserve. Programmes of work are being
planned, in line with council priorities, to ensure that the best use is made of these
reserves.

28.

The overall forecast position for the Public Health Grant funded budget can be
summarised as follows:

Base budget forecast
One-off spending plans
Total spend
Forecast grant
Deficit
Reserve brought forward
Reserve carried forward

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
£m
£m
£m
22.1
22.7
23.4
2.7
0.7
0.4
24.8
23.4
23.8
22.1
22.7
23.4
-2.7
-0.7
-0.4
4.2
1.5
0.8
1.5
0.8
0.4
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Medium Term Financial Strategy
29.

The MTFS reflecting the revised spending proposals set out above, and forecasts of
likely resource availability can be summarised as follows.

Base Budget Forecast - see para 26
Additional spending - see para 27
Savings - see para 28
Total Service Spend
Retained Business Rates
Tariff
Business Rate Grant
New Homes Bonus
Improved Better Care Fund (IBCF)
Social Care Grant
Assumed additional funding from CSR
Council Tax
Collection Fund Surplus/(Deficit) – Council Tax
Collection Fund Deficit – Business Rates
Business Rate Grant reserve
Total Resources
Deficit funded from Balances
Balances brought forward
Balances carried forward
30.

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
£m
£m
£m
265.6
274.5
279.9
19.9
20.0
20.2
(3.8)
(4.3)
(6.0)
281.7
290.2
294.1
89.1
(6.3)
13.7
0.6
16.1
12.7
8.0
139.7
0.3
(0.9)
10.5
283.5

92.2
(6.5)
14.2
0.6
16.1
12.7
8.0
145.6
(0.3)
(1.8)

94.7
(6.7)
14.6
0.6
16.1
12.7
8.0
151.8
-

280.8

291.8

(1.8)
24.4
26.2

9.4
26.2
16.8

2.3
16.8
14.5

The table above assumes that Council Tax increases by 2.99% in each year. Based
on proposed referendum limits, this would not require a referendum in accordance
with Chapter 4ZA of Part 1 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992.

Estimates, Assumptions & Risk Analysis
31.

The proposals in this report are based on a number of estimates, assumptions and
professional judgements, which are subject to continuous review:
i. that pay inflation does not vary materially from current forecasts;
ii. that the 2022/23 finance settlement and any specific grant income is in line with
forecasts (noting in particular that there is uncertainty around the assumed
allocation of additional CSR funding to Dudley);
iii. that the underlying impact of any local government funding reforms (if they occur
during the life of this MTFS) is neutral;
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iv. that underlying net income from Business Rates rises in line with forecast RPI, and
that income and expenditure in respect of the EZ is in line with current forecasts;
v. that the impact of appeals against Business Rates is contained within the provisions
assumed in this report;
vi. that the cost of Council Tax Reduction awarded will not substantially exceed
forecasts, and the underlying tax base will continue to grow as anticipated;
vii. that cash limited non-pay budgets will be managed so as to absorb any price
inflation not specifically provided for in 2022/23 and any inflationary pressures in
2023/24 and 2024/25 will be no more than the amount provided for;
viii. that income and expenditure relating to treasury management activity are in line with
forecasts;
ix. that government policy on maximum underlying Council Tax increases without the
need for a referendum will be in line with the levels announced at the CSR;
x. that the Adult Social Care market is able to absorb National Living Wage pressures
within the proposed provision;
xi. that there will be no underlying change in the level of employers’ pension
contributions from 2023/24 compared with the current MTFS;
xii. that the net impact of social care reforms (reduced charging income offset by
additional government funding) will be neutral;
xiii. that there will be no material losses to the Council as a result of loans, guarantees
and/or grant clawback;
xiv. that spending pressures in relation to Special Education Needs and Disability can
be contained within the Dedicated Schools Grant;
xv. that spending or income pressures caused by Covid-19 will not be material from
2022/23 onwards or will be met from further additional government funding;
xvi. that there will be no other unplanned expenditure (including any resulting from
demographic, legislative or case law pressures) or shortfalls in income, which
cannot be met from reserves.
32.

The assumptions set out above are subject to uncertainty. While there is a forecast
budget surplus in 2022/23, there is currently a forecast deficit of £9.4m in 2023/24 and
this represents a significant risk. In the event that outcomes are more negative than
the assumptions in this report, then action (to reduce levels of expenditure or increase
income) may become urgent.
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Consultation
33.

Thousands of people have taken part in the budget consultation over the past few
years. Last year a total of 2,148 valid responses were received after an extensive
promotion period through the media, social media and through the e-bulletin. Hard
copies were also made available in libraries, leisure centres and at Dudley Council
Plus. This year, the council will continue to consult far and wide using the extensive
reach it has through a range of communications channels as well as working with
partner organisations and community groups to encourage more people to have their
say. The results will be reported back to Cabinet in the spring.

34.

Detailed consultation will also be undertaken with groups identified as being
potentially affected by the specific savings proposals, with a particular emphasis on
equalities issues. Further information is set out in the Equality Impact section below.

35.

A consultation document will be distributed to representatives of Non-Domestic
Ratepayers setting out the provisional budget proposals in this report. Consultees will
be offered the opportunity for a meeting to be held if there is sufficient interest. Further
detailed information (as required in pursuance of the statutory duty to consult) will be
distributed in February for comment before the Council Tax setting meeting.

36.

In accordance with the Council’s Constitution, the Scrutiny Committees will be asked
to consider the issues set out in this report and any related specific issues relevant to
their Council Plan and service responsibilities in the January cycle. In framing their
responses, the Scrutiny Committees will be asked to consider both the spending and
funding implications (including the impact on Council Tax) of any observations they
may wish to make.

Finance
37.

This report is financial in nature and relevant information is contained within the body
of the report. Based on current resource forecasts and spending and saving
proposals, the General Fund is forecast to reduce by £14.4m between 1st April 2021
and 31st March 2025.

Law
38.

The Council’s budget setting process is governed by the Local Government Finance
Acts 1988,1992, and 2012 and the Local Government Act 2003.

39.

The Local Government Act 2003 requires the Chief Financial Officer to report on the
robustness of estimates made for the purpose of final budget calculations, and the
adequacy of the proposed financial reserves and this will be included in the final
budget report.
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40.

The Localism Act 2011 introduced a new chapter into the Local Government Finance
Act 1992 making provision for Council Tax referendums to be held if an authority
increases its Council Tax by an amount exceeding principles determined by the
Secretary of State and agreed by the House of Commons.

41.

The Local Government (Early Termination of Employment) (Discretionary
Compensation) (England and Wales) Regulations 2006 are designed to enable a local
authority to compensate employees whose employment terminates on grounds of
redundancy or in the interests of the efficient exercise of the authority’s functions. Any
local arrangements in place must also be compliant with the Employment Rights Act
1996 and the Equality Act 2010.

Risk Management
42.

The Corporate Risk Register recognises the risk that the Council may be unable to set
and/or manage its budget so as to meet its statutory obligations within the resources
available. This risk is currently assigned a rating of High. A detailed analysis of risks
and uncertainties is included in paragraph 33.

Equality Impact
43.

Section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 - the general public sector equality duty - requires
public authorities, including the Council, to have due regard to the need to:
• eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct that is
prohibited by the Act;
• advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected
characteristic and those who don't;
• foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and
those who don't.

44.

Having due regard to the need to advance equality of opportunity between persons
who share a relevant protected characteristic and persons who do not share it
involves having due regard, in particular, to the need to:
• remove or minimise disadvantages suffered by persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic that are connected to that characteristic
• take steps to meet the needs of persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic that are different from the needs of persons who do not share it
• encourage persons who share a relevant protected characteristic to participate in
public life or in any other activity in which participation by such persons is
disproportionately low.
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45.

The legislation states that "the steps involved in meeting the needs of disabled
persons that are different from the needs of persons who are not disabled include, in
particular, steps to take account of disabled persons' disabilities." In practice, this
means that reasonable adjustments should be made for disabled people so that they
can access a service or fulfil employment duties, or perhaps a choice of an additional
service for disabled people is offered as an alternative to a mainstream service.

46.

Having due regard to the need to foster good relations between persons who share a
relevant protected characteristic and persons who do not share it involves having due
regard, in particular, to the need to:
• tackle prejudice, and
• promote understanding.

47.

Compliance with the duties in this section may involve treating some persons more
favourably than others; but that is not to be taken as permitting conduct that would
otherwise be prohibited by or under this Act.

48.

The duty covers the protected characteristics of age, disability, gender reassignment,
pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation.

49.

An initial assessment of the budget proposals has been made. Where proposals are
likely to have a significant equality impact, they will undergo an equality impact
assessment informed by consultation with the protected groups who may be
adversely affected. The results of this process and any steps which emerge that might
help to mitigate any potential impact of the budget proposals on the protected groups
will be reported to Members so that they can pay due regard to the Public Sector
Equality Duty in making decisions on the budget. In making decisions on budget
proposals, Members will need to weigh the Public Sector Equality Duty against the
forecast financial position, risks and uncertainties set out in this report.

50.

With regard to Children and Young People, a substantial element of the proposed
budget for the Children’s Services Directorate will be spent on maintaining and
improving services for children and young people. The expenditure of other
Directorates’ budgets will also have a significant impact on this group.

Human Resources / Organisational Development
51.

Proposals for an Employee Assistance Programme, for a new leadership
development programme and to support transition to a new agency model are
included in paragraph 27 and Appendix D.
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Commercial / Procurement
52.

Proposed savings from increasing the Dudley Town Hall catering and bar offer,
increased leisure centre income, charging for green waste collections and income
from advertising on Boundary signs are included in paragraph 28 and Appendix E.

Council Priorities
53.

The aspirations set out in the Council Plan can only be delivered if the Council is
financially sustainable.

..................................................................
Kevin O’Keefe
Chief Executive

………………………………………………
Balvinder Heran
Deputy Chief Executive

.......................................................................
Iain Newman
Director of Finance and Legal

………………………………………………
Heidi Marsh-Geyton
Acting Director of Public Realm

Contact Officers: Rachel Cooper
Telephone: 01384 814844
Email: rachel.cooper@dudley.gov.uk

List of Background Papers
Budget and Council Tax setting 2021/22 report to Council, 1st 2021
Revenue Outturn 2020/21 report to Cabinet, 24th June 2021
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Appendix A
Funding provided by Government in response to Covid-19
Name
£m Comment
General Covid-19 grant
8.8
Compensation for sales, fees and
1.2 Latest estimate
charges
Local Council Tax Support
3.0
Total Unringfenced
13.0
Compensates for additional
Section 31
10.7
Business Rates relief
Additional Restrictions Grant
1.8
(ARG)
Contain Outbreak Management
2.3
Infection control and Rapid
3.0
Testing
Announced Sept 30th, awaiting
Extension to Infection Control
2.0
allocation from £363m national pot
To be mainly passported to
Social Care Workforce grant
1.1
providers
Practical Support Grant
0.6
Track and Trace Support
Payments and administration

0.7

Local Elections

0.2

Covid Catch up grant for schools
Local Support Programme –
Winter scheme
National Testing

0.8

Holiday Activities

1.2

Other DFE – Workforce/ Free
School Meals and Mental Health

0.1

Recovery Premium

0.2

School Led Tutoring

0.2

WMCA – Transport

0.2

Household Support Fund

2.6

Total Ringfenced

29.4

CCG

TBC

New burdens round 5 announced

1.2
0.5
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Support hospital discharges,
£0.5m claimed to date

Appendix B
2021/22 Forecast Outturn position
Latest
Budget
£'m

Latest
Outturn
£'m

Variance
£m

Of which
Covid
£m

Of
which
Other
£m

Comment variance
Covid - Proportion of salaries charged to COMF (£0.3m).

Chief Executives

0.0

(0.1)

(0.1)

(0.3)

0.2
Non covid - one-off spend £0.2m.
Covid - Increased number of clients, bed based £4.6m and
community care £0.7m, offset by; release of BCF reserve
0.0 (£0.3m) and inflation contingency (£0.5m), COMF (£0.3m),
CEV (£0.5m), PSF (£0.3m), salary savings (£0.6m), other
savings (£0.1m)
Covid, £0.3m loss of traded income

102.2

104.9

2.7

2.7

Children's
Services

74.2

74.2

0.0

0.3

(0.3)

Health and
Wellbeing

3.5

2.7

(0.8)

(0.8)

0.0

Adult Social Care

Finance and Legal
Services

4.0

4.2

0.2

0.0

0.2

Non covid - salary savings (£0.4m) offset by external
placements £0.1m.
Covid - 6 months of Env Health and Trading standards salaries
charged to COMF (£0.8m)
Covid - loss of summons income £0.3m, offset by one off grant
income (£0.3m).
Non covid - Housing Benefit subsidy £0.2m and offsite
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Latest
Budget
£'m

Latest
Outturn
£'m

Variance
£m

Of which
Covid
£m

Of
which
Other
£m

Comment variance
processing and Council Tax discount £0.1m, offset by salary
savings (£0.1m).

Digital,
Commercial and
Customer
Services

0.5

0.8

0.3

0.0

0.3

Housing and
Community

6.8

6.5

(0.3)

0.0

(0.3)

1.4

Covid - £0.8m net pressure on waste - additional tonnages
collected and agency staff. £0.5m car parking income, £0.1m
(0.1) other

Public Realm

51.4

52.7

1.3

Non Covid - Legal fees £0.1m, ICT loss of traded services
income and workspace pressures £0.2m
Non covid - Electrical and Mechanical productivity pressures
£0.1m offset by vacancies and release of PCSOs budget £0.4m

Non Covid - net savings (£0.1m)
Covid - £1.2m Leisure centres, £0.8m catering, £0.2m
Himley/Halls and events.
Regeneration and
Enterprise

11.3

14.0

2.7

2.2

0.5
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Non Covid - one off receipt from LLP (£0.3m) offset by
pressures on Land Development and other Corporate Landlord
services. £0.3m, CCTV costs £0.3m, and staff costs £0.2m

Latest
Budget
£'m

Latest
Outturn
£'m

Variance
£m

Of which
Covid
£m

Of
which
Other
£m

Comment variance

Covid – released contingency (£8.8m).
Corporate &
Treasury

Total Service
Costs

18.1

10.2

(7.9)

(8.8)

0.9 Non Covid - payaward of 1.75% compared to budget 0.3%
£2.0m, EZ payment to the LEP 0.3m; offset by Pension over
recovery (£0.1m), Capital Slippage and borrowing costs
(£1.2m), other (£0.1m)

272.0

270.1

(1.9)

(3.3)

1.4
Covid - Sales, Fees and Charges compensation grant (£1.2m),
Local Tax Guarantee grant (£0.8m)

Total Funding

(263.0)

(265.6)

(2.6)

(2.0)

(0.6)
Non Covid - additional section 31 grant to compensate for
Business Rates relief (£0.6m)

Use of Balances

9.0

4.5

(4.5)

(5.3)

0.8
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Appendix C
Delivery of existing Medium Term Financial Strategy
£’000 Comment
2021/22
Adults
Ensure the Disabled Facilities Grant contributes to
relevant equipment costs.
New Support to Carers contract
Acquired Brain Injury Service - cease SLA with Dudley
CCG.
Automation of business processes through Successor
social care IT system
Streamline the Lye Community Project
Cease the moving and handling team and transfer
functions to Occupational Therapy
Maximise contributions to social care (Fairer Charging)
Glebelands contract remodelling.
Supported Living Package reviews in Mental Health
Review and update the charging policy for transport
Contract out aspects of the money management function
Reduce a Supported Living contract by 50% when
current extension ends (Mental Health)
Integrated Commissioning Hub restructure - assume
straight 5% saving whilst still creating Cross Directorate /
Council Programme resource
Restructure of Mental Health Team and efficiencies from
exit of Section 75 agreement.
Streamline of the invoice processing functions following
the implementation of Successor Social Care IT system
Continuing Health Care contributions to offset general
fund expenditure on complex Learning Disability care
Reduction of 50% of the budget for hospital avoidance
placements
Reduce the Residential Care Placement for older people
budget by 5% to reflect the increasing shift to domiciliary
care.
Residential Care Charging Fraud Initiative – tackle
fraudulent asset disposal in regard to Residential Care
financial assessment and charging
Total
Children’s Services
Reduced contribution to the Regional Adoption Agency
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450 Implemented
50 Implemented
100

Implemented

50 Implemented
50 In progress
50
580
30
20
160
30
80

In progress
In progress
In progress
In progress
In progress
Alternative
option identified
Implemented

70
In progress
250

In progress
Part of
60
pressures

500

In progress
Part of
290
pressures
120 Part of
pressures
200
In progress
3,140

50 Implemented

Vacancy review
Removal of low level weekend working
Managed step down from external residential
placements
Movement of external placements into internal residential
placements
Transfer of children to Special Guardianship Order status
Review of Independent Fostering Agency placements
Review of home to school transport for SEND children

Total
Digital, Commercial and Customer Services
Closure of Dudley Council Plus on Saturdays
Total
Regeneration and Enterprise
Dudley Town Hall - increase the catering and bar offer.
Confirmed success of Accelerated Towns Fund bid, £1m
of prudential borrowing debt charges reduced
Adult and Community Learning - maximising of costs
charged to external grant which funds the service,
leading to saving on core budget
Reduction in costs, Enterprise Zone Management &
Skills budget
Bereavement: Memorial Safety budget
Himley – staff re-structure
Bereavement: stop locking cemetery gates
Leisure Centres: Options Plus Discount scheme - reduce
or remove certain categories
Reduce Dudley Business First controllable budgets based on 2019/20 outturn
Review of vacant posts/spare hours in CLS
Wider re-structure within Regeneration & Skills following
a retirement
Total
Housing and Community
Housing - reduction in revenue contribution to capital for
Housing Assistance Grants
Total
Public Realm
Mandatory Works Management System headroom
Release Bulky Waste Trial growth
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£’000 Comment
50 Implemented
100 Implemented
425

In progress

375

In progress
40 Implemented
80 Implemented
220 In progress
1,340

10 Implemented
10

50 Delayed
Implemented
60
Implemented
50
150

Implemented

10 Implemented
40 Delayed
30 Delayed
Delayed
20
50

Implemented

30 Implemented
Implemented
60
550

150

Implemented

150

20 Implemented
50 Implemented

Release current headroom for Clinical Waste and review
annually
Reduction in the resources required to improve the
condition of the Borough's football pitches.
Total

£’000 Comment
Implemented
70
40

Implemented

180

Where savings have been partly implemented or delayed, the financial impact is reflected in
the 2021/22 outturn forecast in Appendix B or is being met from directorate earmarked
reserves.
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Appendix D
Additional Spending
Adult Social Care

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
£’000
£’000
£’000

2021/22 MTFS saving no longer achievable Reduction of 50% of the budget for hospital
avoidance placements
2021/22 MTFS saving no longer achievable Reduce Residential Placement budget by 5%
Standard cost nursing placements increased
demand
High cost nursing and mental health placements in
demand

290

290

290

120

120

120

350

350

350

1,520

1,520

1,520

Residential increased demand

1,290

1,290

1,290

Covid 19 hospital related discharges and
emergency community placements

1,350

1,350

1,350

960

960

960

500

500

500

4,010

5,950

5,950

10,390

12,330

12,330

Reablement increased demand
Higher percentage of clients are exempt from
paying a contribution towards their care
Budget to manage market pressures due to rising
costs of care
Total

Children’s Services

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
£’000
£’000
£’000

Resource to support the SEND/Children with
Disabilities Improvement Programme
Social Worker pay
Edge of Care - intensive work to support children at
risk of moving into care to remain with their families
Total
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260

260

260

660

660

660

620
1,540

620
1,540

620
1,540

Chief Executive

2022/23
£’000

Chief Executives Strategic Contingency Provision
(projects, events and promotional activity and
support for the Borough Vision and Council
Business Planning)
In house support team to make the successful
transition to a new Agency model
Christmas light switch on events in each township
area
Black Country Festival events in each township
area
Reestablishment of a Leadership Development
programme for managers and aspiring leaders
Leadership Development will strengthen capability
in delivering the borough and Council aspirations
of the future, operate effectively within a
commercial and outcomes focussed environment
and work across our system for the benefits of the
residents of the borough.
Introduction of an Employee Assistance
Programme (EAP) Platform that will provide
mental health and wellbeing to employees.
Internal communications and engagement officer
Total

Finance and Legal Services

2023/24 2024/25
£’000
£’000

160

160

160

70

70

-

20

20

20

20

20

20

80

80

80

30

30

30

20

40

40

400

420

350

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
£’000
£’000
£’000

Revenue & Benefits - reduction in subsidy relating
to benefits overpayments
Revenue & Benefits – increased numbers of care
leaver Council Tax exemptions
Financial Services - additional accountant capacity
Additional Staff necessary to meet the increased
demand for Legal Services including additional
capacity for prosecution work
Total

80

400

400

400

80

80

80

40

40

40

110

110

110

630

630

630

Digital, Commercial and Customer Services
Known impact of Microsoft price increase at next
renewal of Enterprise Agreement
Additional costs arising from investment in new
firewall technology
Digital platform - procure alternative semi-built
solution
Reduce staff turnover target within ICT
Central web content authoring - 3 FTE Content
Designers for Central Web Authoring Team
Additional costs to introduce a rolling desktop
refresh programme, including purchasing
equipment that better meets the needs of
colleagues given the new ways of working.
Total

Regeneration and Enterprise

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
£’000
£’000
£’000
170

170

170

0

90

90

540

520

480

100

100

100

130

130

130

690

540

540

1,630

1,550

1,510

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
£’000
£’000
£’000

Crystal Leisure Centre Roof – revenue implication
of £600k capital investment

30

30

30

Red House Cone restoration works revenue
implication of £1.5m capital investment

80

80

80

320

320

320

50

50

50

Corporate Landlord staffing (Strategic Asset
Management team)

120

120

120

Planning Enforcement staffing and CPO of sites
identified for regeneration

100

100

100

30

30

30

50

50

50

20

40

60

100

0

0

CCTV – costs of deployable cameras, increased
staffing of control room and additional ICT costs
Fire Safety at non HRA sites.

Bereavement Services staffing
Corporate Landlord staffing (Construction & Design
team)
Impact of National Living Wage on outsourced
Cleaning Contract for Admin Buildings
Resources to maximise opportunities to secure
external funding and grants to support the
ambitions of the borough across regeneration,
public realm, housing, tourism, levelling up
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Regeneration and Enterprise

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
£’000
£’000
£’000

Resources to support the development of a
destination management strategy and plan to
develop Dudley as a key destination of choice.
Total

Housing and Community

130

0

0

1,030

820

840

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
£’000
£’000
£’000

Library contract inflation
provision
Private sector housing enforcement including
traveller officer post
Service provision to comply with duties under the
Domestic Abuse Act
ASB enhancement - new service model
Community Safety enhancement
Total

Public Realm

240

310

380

50

50

50

240

240

240

50

50

50

200
780

200
850

200
920

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
£’000
£’000
£’000

Commonwealth Games 2022 - Public Realm
Infrastructure costs & Events programme

500

0

0

Car Parks at Rye Market and Pool Road

60

60

60

Street Cleansing Vehicles (increased capacity)

80

80

80

1,000

500

500

Street Cleansing / Borough Enhancements

200

200

200

Green Care & In Bloom

100

100

100

Tree Planting

50

50

50

Gully Emptying's move from a 5 year cycle to a 3
year cycle

90

90

90

100

100

100

50

50

50

Highway resurfacing

Nuisance Trees
An additional Highways Inspector

82

Public Realm

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
£’000
£’000
£’000

Additional resource required to manage the impact
of Ash Dieback (a disease killing Ash Trees in
large numbers across the UK). This will be
achieved by cataloguing and monitoring the trees
condition as well as undertaking necessary
remedial works.

400

20

20

70

0

0

Car Parks R&M

120

120

120

Waste disposal - inflation pressures across the
three main disposal contracts

230

470

710

Food Waste collection trial

200

0

0

230

0

0

3,480

1,840

2,080

Weed Control trial

Technical resources to provide support to corporate
programmes
Total

83

Appendix E
Proposed Savings
Adult Social Care

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
£’000
£’000
£’000

Streamline the Lye Community Project

50

50

50

Cease the moving and handling team and transfer
functions to Occupational Therapy

60

60

60

Glebelands contract remodelling.

30

30

30

60

60

60

30

30

30

0

160

90

90

90

150

150

150

470

630

630

Review and update the charging policy for
transport
Contract out aspects of the money management
function
Reduce a Supported Living contract by 50% when
current extension ends (Mental Health)
Integrated Commissioning Hub restructure assume straight 5% saving whilst still creating
Cross Directorate / Council Programme resource
Restructure of Mental Health Team and efficiencies
from exit of Section 75 agreement.
Total
Children’s Services

160

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
£’000
£’000
£’000

Managed step down from external residential
placements
Movement of external placements into internal
residential placements
Total

Chief Executive

425

425

425

375

375

375

800

800

800

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
£’000
£’000
£’000

Income from Boundary signs

40

40

40

Total

40

40

40

Digital, Commercial and Customer Services

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
£’000
£’000
£’000

Reduction in Customer Services advisors

0

0

120

Total

0

0

120
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Regeneration and Enterprise

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
£’000
£’000
£’000

Close or enter into a commercial lease for
Halesowen Cornbow Hall

0

100

100

Estate rationalisation - Regent House Dudley

50

150

150

Estate rationalisation - Cottage St Offices, Brierley
Hill

30

30

Estate rationalisation - The Mere Education Centre

0

40

40

20

20

20

0

70

90

100

150

210

100

100

100

0

0

1,170

10

10

10

310

670

1,920

Himley - increase in car park income generation
due to recent price increase. Per Decision Sheet
DRE/25/2021.
Himley - net increase in car park income and
secondary spend due to increased visits as a result
of the proposed installation of Play Area.
Halls - net increase in income from ticket sales, bar
and food as a result of increased number of shows
following additional capital investment per recent
Business Case
Leisure Centres - increase in income as a result of
increasing the price of peak usage of the leisure
pool at CLC and badminton
Leisure Centres to be self financing within 3 year
period.
Bring bars back in-house for Stourbridge Town Hall
& Cornbow Hall
Total

Housing and Community

30

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
£’000
£’000
£’000

Efficiencies resulting from new Libraries service /
contract
Remove funding earmarked to match fund PSCO
recruitment with Police
Total

Public Realm

0

0

360

250

250

250

250

250

610

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
£’000
£’000
£’000

Charging for green waste collections (net of
additional spending to extend the service to 25
fortnightly collections)
Total

85

1,900

1,900

1,900

1,900

1,900

1,900

